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Abstract

Over the past two decades, intrinsic MOSFET delay has been scaled commensurate
with the scaling of the dimensions. To extend this historical trend in the future,
careful analysis of what determines the transistor performance is required. In this
work, a new delay metric is first introduced that better captures the interplay of
the main technology parameters, and employed to study the historical trends of the
performance scaling and to quantify the requirements for the continuous increase of
the performance in the future. It is shown that the carrier velocity in the channel
has been the main driver for the improved transistor performance with scaling. A
roadmapping exercise is presented and it is shown that new channel materials are
needed to lever carrier velocity beyond what is achieved with uniaxially strained
silicon, along with dramatic reduction in the device parasitics. Such innovations
are needed as early as the 32-nm node to avoid the otherwise counter-scaling of the
performance.

The prospects and limitations of various approaches that are being pursued to in-
crease the carrier velocity and thereby the transistor performance are then explored.
After introducing the basics of the transport in nanoscale MOSFETs, the impact
of channel material and strain configuration on electron and hole transport are ex-
amined. Uniaixal tensile strain in silicon is shown to be very promising to enhance
electron transport as long as higher strain levels can be exerted on the device. Cal-
culations and analysis in this work demonstrate that in uniaxially strained silicon,
virtual source velocity depends more strongly on the mobility than previously believed
and the modulation of the effective mass under uniaxial strain is responsible for this
strong dependence. While III-V semiconductors are seriously limited by their small
quantization effective mass, which limits the available inversion charge at a given
voltage overdrive, germanium is attractive as it has enhanced transport properties
for both electrons and holes. However, to avoid mobility degradation due to carrier
confinement as well as L − ∆ interband scattering, and to achieve higher ballistic
velocity, (111) wafer orientation should be used for Ge NFETs.

Further analysis in this work demonstrate that with uniaixally strained Si, hole
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ballistic velocity enhancement is limited to about 2×, despite the fact that mobility
enhancement of about 4× has been demonstrated. Hence, further increase of the
strain level does not seem to provide major increase in the device performance. It
is also shown that relaxed germanium only marginally improves hole velocity despite
the fact that mobility is significantly higher than silicon. Biaxial compressive strain
in Ge, although relatively simple to apply, offers only 2× velocity enhancement over
relaxed silicon. Only with uniaxial compressive strain, is germanium able to provide
significantly higher velocities compared to state-of-the-art silicon MOSFETs.

Most recently, germanium has manifested itself as an alternative channel material
because of its superior electron and hole mobility compared to silicon. Functional
MOS transistors with relatively good electrical characteristics have been demon-
strated by several groups on bulk and strained Ge. However, carrier mobility in
these devices is still far behind what is theoretically expected from germanium. Very
high density of the interface states, especially close to the conduction band is believed
to be responsible for poor electrical characteristics of Ge MOSFETs. Nevertheless, a
through investigation of the transport in Ge-channel MOSFETs and the correlation
between the mobility and trap density has not been undertaken in the past. Pulsed
I −V and Q−V measurement are performed to characterize near intrinsic transport
properties in Ge-channel MOSFETs. Pulsed measurements show that the actual car-
rier mobility is at least twice what is inferred from DC measurements for Ge NFETs.
With phosphorus implantation at the Ge-dielectric interface the difference between
DC and pulsed measurements is reduced to about 20%, despite the fact that effects
of charge trapping are still visible in these devices.

To better understand the dependence of carrier transport on charge trapping, a
method to directly measure the inversion charge density by integrating the S/D cur-
rent is proposed. The density of trapped charges is measured as the difference between
the inversion charge density at the beginning and end of pulses applied to the gate.
Analysis of temporal variation of trapped charge density reveals that two regimes of
fast and slow charge trapping are present. Both mechanisms show a logarithmic de-
pendence on the pulse width, as observed in earlier literature charge-pumping studies
of Si MOSFETs with high-κ dielectrics. The correlation between mobility and density
of trapped charges is studied and it is shown that the mobility depends only on the
density of fast traps. To our knowledge, this is the first investigation in which the
impact of the fast and slow traps on the mobility has been separated.

Extrapolation of the mobility-trap relationship to lower densities of trapped charges
gives an upper limit on the available mobility with the present gate stack if the den-
sity of the fast traps is reduced further. However, this analysis demonstrates that the
expected mobility is still far below what is obtained in Si MOSFETs. Further inves-
tigations are needed to analyze other mechanisms that might be responsible for poor
electron mobility in Ge MOSFETs and thereby optimize the gate stack by suppressing
these mechanisms.

Thesis Supervisor: Dimitri A. Antoniadis
Title: Ray and Maria Stata Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main driver of the IC industry over the past four decades or so has been Moore’s

law, which states that the number of the transistors on a chip doubles every two

years [1]. The key enabler for this exponential growth is the shrinking of the MOSFET

pitch by a factor of 0.7 per technology generation. Other transistor dimensions have

been scaled with almost the same pace, according to Dennard’s scaling theory [2].

Up to now, MOSFET scaling has brought about a commensurate increase in the

transistor speed as reflected in Figure 1-1. However, parasitic components associated

with a MOSFET do not follow the same scaling trend; Their relative importance

increases as the transistors are shrunk and they can ultimately hinder the performance

improvement offered by the geometric scaling.

Figure 1-2 illustrates the main parasitic components associated with a state-of-

the-art MOSFET. The effective fringing capacitance, C∗
f , which consists of the in-

ner fringe, Cif , outer fringe, Cof , and overlap capacitance, Cov, is approximately

0.5 fF/µm and does not scale with the gate length as will be discussed in Chap-

ter 2. In fact, as will be shown in the next chapter, due to the proximity of the

source/drain contact studs to the gate electrode, future technology nodes will suffer

from a larger amount of parasitic capacitance. This additional component is denoted

by Cpp in Figure 1-2. The source/drain series resistance, which consists of the sili-

cide/semiconductor contact resistance and the resistance associated with the heavily

doped S/D regions and extensions, is about 80 Ω.µm per side for modern NFETs
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Figure 1-1: (a) Scaling trend of the MOSFET geometry over the past decade and (b)
the associated decrease in the delay. Transistor pitch is scaled by a factor of 0.7 per
technology node to accommodate for the doubling of the transistor count. Up to the
65-nm node, circuit delay has almost followed the same pace of scaling by a factor of
0.7 per node. (Data from Intel [4–13].)

and does not scale very well. Furthermore, in future technology nodes, the series

resistance due to the finite conductivity of the metal contacts might be significant

and remedies are sought to reduce this additional component [3].

An equally important issue for state-of-the-art CMOS technologies, is the scal-

ing of the supply voltage to keep the power consumption under control as well as

to maintain the device reliability [15]. The threshold voltage followed a similar scal-

ing trend in the earlier technologies. However, for gate lengths below 100 nm, the

threshold voltage scaling has to be slowed down to control the exponentially growing

standby power [16]. This means that less gate voltage overdrive, VDD − VT , is avail-

able as the devices are scaled. In conjunction with the increased importance of the

parasitic components, this decelerates the performance scaling as will be discussed in

Chapter 2.

A possible solution to compensate for the performance drop imposed by the loss of

the gate overdrive and the relative increase of the parasitic components, is to improve

transport properties of the channel by employing new materials. Strained silicon

grown pseudomorphically on SiGe virtual substrates is a classical candidate [17].

Strained silicon directly on insulator (SSDOI) has been proposed to enjoy from the
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Figure 1-2: The main parasitic components associated with a modern MOSFET: The
effective fringing capacitance, C∗

f , which consists of the inner fringe, Cif , outer fringe,
Cof , and overlap capacitance, Cov is approximately 0.5 fF/µm and does not scale with
the gate length. In fact, due to the proximity of the gate electrode and S/D studs,
another term, Cpp, is added as the devices are further scaled down. The source/drain
series resistance consists of the silicide/semiconductor contact resistance, Rc, and the
series resistance associated with the heavily doped S/D regions and extensions, Rext,
and does not scale down very well. As the devices are further shrunk an additional
series resistance due to finite conductivity of the contact studs, Rst, is added to the
total series resistance. (TEM picture is courtesy of STMicroelectronics [14] and shows
a 45-nm node MOSFET∗.)

∗In fact the contact pitch of the device shown here is not as aggressive as projected by Figure
1-1 for a 45-nm technology. The TEM picture here serves for the illustration purpose only.
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short-channel effect immunity offered by ultrathin body SOI [18, 19]. However, once

the body thickness is thinned below 3-4 nm, as required for the devices with a gate

length of 10 nm, it is doubtful that biaxially-strained silicon offers any benefit over

relaxed silicon [20], since in ultrathin relaxed Si channels also practically all of the

electrons are in the ∆2 band. Furthermore, as will be discussed in Chapter 3, the

electron mobility enhancement observed in biaxially strained Si does not translate to

the same amount of increase in the drive current and hole mobility enhancement is

only seen at low gate voltages [21].

Strained-silicon/SiGe heterostructures either on bulk or on insulator (HOI) [22] are

alternative options to deliver superior hole transport properties. However, scalability

of such structures for deeply-scaled MOSFETs has not been demonstrated yet.

A variety of methods to induce uniaxial strain in the channel via various process-

controlled mechanisms have been already implemented in manufacturing and demon-

strated to significantly improve the transistor performance [9–11,23,24]. Along with

different channel [25, 26] and wafer orientations [27–29], this offers a viable method

to improve the device performance. However, despite the early success of such ap-

proaches, scalability of these methods to future technology nodes and higher device

performance is subject of uncertainty and of ongoing research [30].

More exotic channel materials, such as III-V semiconductors, are being explored

by several researchers in order to benefit from their superior electron mobility despite

many process challenges [31, 32]. In fact, superior transport properties in III-V ma-

terials have always fascinated the semiconductor community to pursue possibilities

to fabricate MOSFETs with a III-V channel. As the silicon MOSFET scaling ap-

proaches its limit, there is an increasing desire to explore new channel materials in

order to extend MOSFET performance scaling in the next decade.

To assess the performance enhancement offered by each of the above options and

to identify the best combination for a given technology node, careful analysis of

the device structure and material system is required. This thesis aims to explore

some of the potential candidates and identify their prospects and limitations. This

thesis will focus on the impact of the innovative material systems on the device
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performance under the assumption that process challenges can be eventually solved.

In doing so, first an analytical performance metric is developed to enable realistic

benchmarking of the MOS transistors. This model is used to depict the historical

trend of the MOSFET performance scaling, identify the required performance in the

future nodes, and analyze the trade-offs in the device design. These observations are

used to compare material and device structures proposed to improve carrier transport

and thereby the transistor performance.

Most recently, germanium has manifested itself as an alternative channel material

because of its superior electron and hole mobility compared to silicon. Functional

MOS transistors with relatively good electrical characteristics have been demon-

strated by several groups on bulk [33–37] and strained Ge [38, 39]. However, the

performance of these devices is still far behind what is theoretically expected from

germanium. A variety of theoretical and experimental methods are employed to gain

insight into mechanisms that so far have prevented germanium MOSFETs from de-

livering their ideal performance. These insights are used as a guideline to solve some

of the fabrication challenges of Ge MOSFETs.

1.1 Overview of This Work

Chapter 2 provides a theoretical analysis of what determines MOSFET performance.

An analytical expression is given for the intrinsic MOSFET delay and is used to study

the historical trend of transistor performance scaling and to quantify the requirements

for continuous increase of performance in future technology nodes. It is shown that

carrier velocity in the channel should be increased beyond what is achievable with

uniaxially strained silicon in order for commensurate performance scaling to continue

its historical trend.

Chapter 3 overviews different methods to increase the carrier velocity by introduc-

ing new channel materials, applying mechanical strain to the channel, or a combina-

tion of both. Prospects and limitations of different methods are studied theoretically

and by analyzing published data.
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Chapter 4 presents some of the electrical characterization methods employed in

this work to decouple the intrinsic transport properties of the Ge MOSFETs from non-

ideal phenomena caused by imperfect gate dielectric. These methods are applicable to

other alternate channel materials, such as III-V semiconductors, and provide valuable

insights into what is limiting the transport properties in the channel.

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by examining the implications of the material

presented in this work for CMOS manufacturing. Special attention is paid to the

limits of increased transistor performance in the future nodes that can be expected

from channel strain engineering. Prospects of the germanium-channel MOSFETs in

deeply scaled MOSFETs are discussed. Hopefully, this will answer the question “Is

it worth it to work on Ge MOSFETs? and what is gained?”
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Chapter 2

MOSFET Performance Scaling

This chapter provides a theoretical analysis of what determines MOSFET perfor-

mance. An analytical expression is given for the intrinsic MOSFET delay and is used

to study the historical trend of transistor performance scaling and to quantify the

requirements for the continuous increase of the transistor performance in the future

technology generations.

Realistic benchmarking of the transistor performance is essential to quantify tech-

nology requirements in order to continue its historical scaling trend. Unlike current

and past technologies where direct measurement of different figures of merit (FOMs)

is possible or they are readily obtained from circuit simulations with well-calibrated

models, assessing the circuit-level performance measures for future technologies is

not straightforward. Circuit simulation with predictive models [40,41] or models cal-

ibrated with TCAD and device simulations is an option. However, it is much easier

to gain physical insights if analytical expressions for the desired FOMs are available.

Historically, the transistor delay has been simply approximated by CVDD/IDsat,

where VDD is the supply voltage and IDsat is the drain current at VGS = VDS = VDD.

C represents the total load capacitance, which is usually taken equal to the intrinsic

gate capacitance in inversion, Cinv, to obtain the intrinsic MOSFET delay for circuits

dominated by transistor loads. Despite the fact that the switching charge, CinvVDD,

does not include gate and other parasitic capacitances inherent to the transistor, and

that the drain current never reaches IDsat during switching in a CMOS configuration
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[42,43], this metric also overestimates the inversion charge, and hence it has provided

acceptable results for earlier technology nodes. However, as the transistors are further

shrunk, the relative importance of parasitic capacitances grows, making it unrealistic

to ignore them.

Recently, it has been shown that the CV/I metric better follows the experimental

inverter delay if the on-current in the denominator is replaced by an effective current,

Ieff , representing the average switching current [42–44]. A significant observation is

that usually the ratio Ieff/IDsat decreases as the transistors are scaled down, mainly

due to increased drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL), which decreases the output

resistance of the transistor. Future device designs should thus be aimed at increasing

the effective current by controlling the short channel effects, while maintaining an

acceptable on-current [44].

This chapter presents an analytical expression for the intrinsic MOSFET delay,

which is based on the physical models for the effective current and calculates the total

gate switching charge more accurately. The proposed model is applied to published

device data and the historical trend of MOSFET performance scaling is examined. It

is shown that increase of the carrier velocity in the channel has been the main driver

for the improved transistor performance with scaling. These observations are used to

explore the tradeoffs between key device parameters in order for the commensurate

scaling of the device performance with its geometrical scaling to continue the historical

trend.

2.1 Simple MOSFET Analytical Model

This section provides a simple analytical model for MOSFET current, which will be

used to analyze the experimental results in the next sections as well as to derive an

expression for the intrinsic MOSFET delay.

The width-normalized transistor current in saturation can be expressed as:

ID/W = C ′
inv(VGS − VT )v, (2.1)
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where VT is the saturation threshold voltage obtained by linear extrapolation of the

ID − VGS curve as shown in Figure 2-1, C ′
inv is the gate capacitance per unit area

and in strong inversion, and v denotes the “effective” carrier velocity1. The effective

velocity, v, is related to the average velocity of carriers at the barrier near the source,

called virtual source velocity, vx0, if corrections are made for the voltage drop across

the source series resistance, RS
2 [45]:

v =
vx0

1 + C ′
invRSW (1 + 2δ)vx0

, (2.2)

where δ is the DIBL coefficient in V/V, i.e. δ = ∂|VT |/∂VDS. The DIBL dependence

denotes the fact that due to the voltage drop across source and drain series resistances,

the threshold voltage increases. Eq. (2.2) assumes that RS = RD.

Eq. (2.1) is justified by the observation that in state-of-the-art MOSFETs, the

saturation drain current is almost a linear function of the gate voltage, corresponding

to an almost constant transconductance, as shown in Figure 2-1. In this analysis

we assume that the effective velocity is independent of the gate and drain voltages 3

and that (in the absence of C-V measurements for short channel devices reported in

literature) the inversion charge is simply given by Q′
inv = C ′

inv(VGS − VT ).

Note that even elaborate estimation of the inversion charge contains some degree

of uncertainty. Integrating the C-V curves measured on long channel devices and ap-

plying proper shifts due to threshold voltage roll-off, DIBL, and voltage drop across

source series resistance [47] is an example. This method neglects the gate length de-

1We used the notion of the “effective velocity” just to simplify the mathematics. In the presence of
S/D series resistance the internal gate-source voltage is less than the VGS measured at the terminals,
and hence the actual inversion charge is less than C ′

inv(VGS − VT ). We define the effective velocity
as the apparent velocity for (2.1) to hold as if the inversion charge is given by C ′

inv(VGS − VT ) [45].
2In cases where S/D series resistance is not given in the literature, an upper limit can be inferred

from the output characteristics of the transistor by plotting the tangential line to the ID − VDS

curve at high VGS and low VDS . Note that for state-of-the-art MOSFETs the second term in the
denominator of (2.2) is about 0.2. So, even significant uncertainty in determining RS does not
change the velocity estimations considerably.

3According to Lundstrom’s theory of MOSFET operation discussed in the next section, carrier
velocity in independent of the drain voltage as long as the drain voltage is higher than a few kBT/q.
In the degenerate limit the ballistic velocity increases with the square root of the inversion charge
density or equivalently the effective electric field, Eeff , while mobility drops as Eeff increases. Thus
the virtual source velocity and in turn the effective velocity are almost constant. This has been also
observed in our Monte Carlo simulations [46].
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pendence of the poly depletion [48] and the spread of the C-V curve in weak inversion

due to short channel effects. Direct measurement of the split C-V curve in short chan-

nel devices with proper test structures is an alternative [49]. However, according to

the scattering theory of MOSFETs [50] the relevant charge for current calculation in

saturation is the inversion charge at the potential barrier near the source where car-

riers are injected into the channel (virtual source). Hence, even if experimental C-V

data on short-channel devices are available, it is not without uncertainty to calculate

the actual inversion charge at the virtual source4.

Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that while the effective velocity increases

initially as the gate voltage is increased, it is almost constant at gate voltages close to

VDD [46]. The above assumptions, namely inversion capacitance and effective velocity

independent of the gate voltage, allow us to use the threshold voltage obtained from

I-V characteristics, for charge estimation as well. It is worth noting that the threshold

voltage defined here is usually 200 mV higher than what is commonly reported in the

literature, which is defined at a given current in subthreshold.

The width-normalized transistor off-current is then given by:

Ioff/W = Iref10−VT /S∗
, (2.3)

where S∗ is the effective subthreshold swing in V/decade and Iref is the numerical

value of the current per unit width at the threshold voltage, VGS = VT , which can be

found empirically. It can be observed that over different technology generations Iref =

Q′
0vx0, where Q′

0 ≈ 8 × 10−8 C/cm2. This agrees well with our Schrödinger-Poisson

simulations that at the onset of threshold, defined by extrapolating the Qinv − VGS

characteristic, the inversion charge is approximately 10−7 C/cm2. For state-of-the-

art MOSFETs this definition corresponds to a current density of roughly 80 and

4Determination of the inversion charge at the virtual source from calibrated device simulations
also involves some uncertainty. To obtain the exact shape of the potential profile along the channel
and hence to determine the position of the virtual source requires self-consistent simulations with
calibrated transport parameters. Also, often the location where the potential peak is located lies on
a region where a steep gradient of charge from S/D extensions is present. Furthermore, the lateral
coordinate of the peak depends on the distance from the oxide interface. Hence, integrating the
inversion charge at the potential peak or averaging the simulated velocity is not trivial.
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Figure 2-1: Extraction of the threshold voltage from experimental data for a 35-nm
MOSFET [12] by linear extrapolation of the ID−VGS at high VDS. Since the velocity is
expected to be lower at lower gate voltages [46], the method tends to overestimate the
saturation threshold voltage for charge estimation by about 50 mV. Nonetheless, the
threshold voltage defined here (VT ) is usually 200 mV higher than what is commonly
reported in the literature, defined at a given current in subthreshold, (V ′

T ). The
current at the threshold voltage is given by Iref = Q′

0vx0, where Q′
0 is empirically

found to be 8× 10−8 C/cm2. An effective subthreshold swing, S∗, can be defined so
that Ioff/W = Iref10−VT /S∗

.

40 µA/µm for NFETs and PFETs, respectively. Traditionally the threshold voltage

is defined at a current numerically equal to 5 × 10−7W/L. For a transistor with a

gate length of 35 nm, this corresponds to a current density of about 14 µA/µm 5.

5This is in fact the definition used in ITRS calculations done in MASTAR [51]. Strictly speaking,
MASTAR defines two threshold voltages, one for off-current calculations with the above definition,
and one for on-current calculations, 30-50 mV above the off-state threshold voltage. MASTAR
also has the option to calculate a doping-dependent threshold voltage at a current given by 5 ×
10−7W/L 8× 108N−0.4865

A , which only slightly differs from the traditional value. Nonetheless, ITRS
does not distinguish between the two values for the on-state and off-state threshold voltage. This is
one of the major shortcomings of ITRS projections and has significant consequences when quantifying
technology requirements.
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2.2 Performance Metric

We define the intrinsic transistor delay as τ = ∆QG/Ieff [45], where Ieff is the effective

drain current [42] and ∆QG is the charge difference between the two logic states6,

that includes both channel and fringing field charges. As detailed in Appendix A, it

follows that:

τ =
(1− δ)VDD − VT + (C∗

fVDD/C
′
invLG)

(3− δ)VDD/4− VT

LG

v
, (2.4)

where C∗
f represents the equivalent gate fringing capacitance, with Miller effect taken

into account. The minimum possible value for C∗
f occurs for channel isoplanar with

source and drain (S/D), i.e. no raised S/D or contact vias in the vicinity of the

gate, and it is roughly 0.5 fF/µm for well-optimized devices and nearly independent

of the technology node [52]. The above delay formulation can be compared to the

conventional CV/I:
C ′

invVDD

IDsat

=
VDD

VDD − VT

LG

v
, (2.5)

that shows no dependence on DIBL and parasitic capacitances.

Some comments are in order here: first, the delay formulation of (2.4) uses the

concept of the effective current, which is only valid for VDD > 2VT . Also, strictly

speaking, the delay formulation should use PMOS parameters in the numerator for

charge estimation and NMOS parameters in the denominator for effective current

calculation, and vice versa. However, in a given technology, NMOS and PMOS tran-

sistors usually have similar threshold voltages, DIBL, gate lengths, and inversion and

fringing capacitances, and hence it is reasonable to use the intrinsic transistor delay

given by (2.4) based on one transistor type only.

As a sanity check for the delay expression in (2.4), Figure 2-2 compares the intrinsic

delay of NMOS and PMOS transistors calculated using (2.4) and the experimental

ring oscillator delay for a 90-nm technology [53] as a function of the supply voltage.

The inverter delay can be modeled well as the average intrinsic delay of the NMOS and

6One might argue that the switching charge that matters when calculating the logic propagation
delay is defined between VDD/2 points. However, we use the rail-to-rail charge difference to be
consistent with the definition of the effective current.
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Figure 2-2: Comparison of the calculated intrinsic delay and experimental data for
a 90-nm technology [53] as a function of the supply voltage. The inverter delay can
be modeled well as the average intrinsic delay of the NMOS and PMOS transistors
calculated using (2.4) and multiplied by a empirical scaling factor (2.2 here) to account
for their unequal device widths and other parasitic capacitances, like those associated
with junctions and interconnects, not included in our intrinsic delay. Conventional
CV/I metric fails to model the inverter delay accurately at lower supply voltages.
Note that a different scaling factor (4.5 in this case) is needed for the CV/I metric to
provide values close to the actual inverter delays.

PMOS transistors calculated using (2.4) and multiplied by a scaling factor of about 2.2

to account for larger PMOS gate width. In contrast, CV/I metric fails to provide good

approximations at low supply voltages even though a larger scaling factor of about 4.5

is used. Further analysis is shown in Figure 2-3, that illustrates a comparison of the

measured inverter delay with the intrinsic delay calculated using (2.4) across several

technology generations with various dimensions and supply voltages [5–8, 12, 53–69].

Again the proposed metric follows the experimental data very well with a constant

scaling factor of 2.2, whereas the conventional CV/I metric exhibits a super-linear

relationship with measured ring oscillator delay.
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2.3 Historical Trend of MOSFET Performance Scal-

ing

Figure 2-4 shows the historical trend of the intrinsic delay for some benchmark tech-

nologies [4–12, 14, 23, 24, 53–89], calculated using (2.4). It is interesting to note that

across many technology generations with different flavors of the device architecture,

the intrinsic transistor delay has scaled almost linearly in proportion to the gate

length. Of course, in the recent years various strain engineering methods have been

incorporated to enhance carrier transport in the channel in order to continue the his-

torical scaling trend. As reflected in Figure 2-4 strain engineering is in fact essential

for continued performance increase, otherwise there would be saturation in the delay

versus gate length behavior.
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Figure 2-4: Historical trend of the intrinsic transistor delay for benchmark technolo-
gies [4–12,14,23,24,53–89]. Filled symbols represent strain-engineered devices. Across
many technology generations with different flavors of the device architecture, the in-
trinsic transistor delay has scaled almost linearly in proportion to the gate length.

2.4 Velocity Evolution

Even though the relative importance of the parasitic components, mainly parasitic

capacitance through the increase in the C∗
f/CinvLG term in (2.4), grows as the transis-

tors are scaled, Figure 2-4 shows that over the past two decades the intrinsic MOSFET

delay has decreased in proportion to the gate length. In fact, to compensate for the

increase in the first term of (2.4) and maintain commensurate scaling of the delay with

gate length, the effective velocity had to increase. In order to analyze the evolution

of the velocity with dimensional scaling, it is more instructive to perform the study in

terms of the virtual source velocity, vx0. The virtual source velocity is in-turn related

to the ballistic velocity, vθ, through the ballistic efficiency, B,

vx0 = Bvθ =
λ

2l + λ
vθ, (2.6)

where λ is the backscattering mean free path of carriers in the vicinity of the virtual

source and l is the critical length for backscattering to the source [50], which is shown

through Monte Carlo simulations to be proportional to the distance over which the
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Figure 2-5: The extracted virtual source velocity, vx0, as a function of the gate length
for benchmark technologies [4–12, 14, 23, 24, 53–89, 92–94] . Filled symbols represent
strain-engineered devices.

potential drops by kBT/q [90, 91].

Figure 2-5 shows the extracted virtual source velocity for the benchmark tech-

nologies [4–12,14,23,24,53–89,92–94] as a function of the gate length7. As l decreases

in proportion to the channel length, the virtual source velocity increases. However,

for gate lengths below 130 nm there is saturation in the velocity for relaxed-Si tech-

nologies, most likely due to increased Coulomb scattering that results from increased

doping necessary to maintain electrostatic integrity. In recent years, innovations in

strain-engineering have restored the velocity increase by improving mobility and bal-

listic velocity.

An interesting observation from Figure 2-5 is that with enhanced strain-engineering

[92], through the use of new wafer orientations, or a combination of both [94], PMOS

transistors are approaching NMOS devices in terms of the virtual source velocity.

Even with high-κ gate dielectrics [93], more than 40 % hole velocity enhancement

compared to relaxed silicon is achieved by using uniaxially strained (110) Si. As

will be discussed in the next section, although hole mobility continues to increase

7For a fair comparison the extracted velocity should be plotted vs. effective channel length, often
not reported in the literature and not easy to determine. This figure is however meant to provide
the overall trend of velocity evolution and not a comparison of different technologies.
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with increasing the uniaxial compressive strain on (100) wafers, it appears that ve-

locity enhancement slows down once strain-induced modulation of the effective mass

saturates. This signifies the importance of strained (110) and (111) surface orienta-

tions for continued increase of the virtual source velocity of holes despite integration

challenges.

Another observation is that devices with fully-silicided (FUSI) gate [85] have con-

siderably higher carrier velocity than polysilicon gate devices with similar strain lev-

els. These particular devices have lower halo doping to achieve the required threshold

voltage and off current. So, these results deserve some more analysis to see whether

higher virtual source velocity is in fact due to lower Coulomb scattering in these de-

vices and if so, whether these results have any implication for the future devices with

lightly doped ultrathin SOI or nanowire channels. For a given technology, carrier

velocity increases with decreased electrostatic integrity [95] 8. So, it is important to

compare velocities at constant DIBL9.

Figure 2-6 compares the estimated velocity of carriers in FUSI devices [85] with

that of polysilicon gate transistors with similar strain level [12]. At a given DIBL,

the virtual source velocity in FUSI devices is considerably higher than conventional

MOSFETs, which highlights the fact that they suffer less from Coulomb scattering.

However, the effective velocity, which determines the transistor performance, is quite

similar in the two devices. This is mainly because FUSI devices have higher inversion

capacitance and hence suffer more from the voltage drop across S/D series resistance

according to (2.2). In other words, with less channel doping, these particular FUSI

devices operate as a over-scaled polyisilicon-gate transistor. As will be discussed

in Section 2.9, overscaling of the device, although it might lead to higher velocity or

equivalently higher drive current, does not necessarily translate to higher performance

as it will result in lower effective current. In addition to providing some insights into

the implications of metal-gate transistors, this example gives an important message

8This is due to the fact that the critical length of scattering, l, decreases with increased DIBL.
9Care must be taken when comparing the carrier velocity in bulk and SOI transistors. The

higher DIBL in SOI transistors is partly due to the floating body effect, and would not necessarily
correspond to higher velocity.
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Figure 2-6: The extracted virtual source velocity (filled symbols) and effective velocity
(open symbols) vs. DIBL for polysilicon [12] and FUSI [85] gate transistors. Lower
doping in FUSI devices increases the ballistic efficiency and hence vx0 is higher. How-
ever, the effective velocity is comparable to that in polysilicon gate transistors due to
higher C ′

inv. Velocity estimation is done by assuming the following values for the C ′
inv:

1.83 vs. 2.20 µF/cm2 (NMOS) and 1.70 vs. 2.20 µF/cm2 (PMOS) for polysilicon and
FUSI gate transistors, respectively. Series resistance, RS was assumed to be 80 vs.
85 Ω.µm (NMOS) and 120 vs. 140 Ω.µm (PMOS) for the two cases. Note that the
extraction of the effective velocity, v, does not include any assumption for RS.

about reducing the channel doping to alleviate the Coulomb scattering and hence

enhance the transport properties: Unless short channel effects are controlled by means

other than increasing C ′
inv, such as thinning the transistor body, no benefit is gained

from a lower channel doping.

Continuous increase of the virtual source velocity is needed in order for the com-

mensurate scaling of the transistor performance with dimensional scaling to continue

the historical trend presented in Figure 2-4 in the future technology nodes. Next

chapter will study some of the materials and device structures that can be used to

increase the carrier velocity. However, as will be discussed in the next section, unrea-

sonably high velocities will be required beyond 45 nm node, unless dramatic change

in the device scaling scenarios are adopted.
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2.5 Future of Performance Scaling

When exploring the design space and opportunities offered by new device structures

and material systems, most researchers rely on ITRS projections and usually find the

combinations that meet the required Ion for the specified supplied voltage, Ioff , elec-

trostatic integrity, and parasitic components10. The required drive current in ITRS

projections is calculated in order to fulfill the commensurate scaling of the intrinsic

transistor delay based on the CV/I metric, which is too optimistic as highlighted

in Section 2.2. Moreover, recent publications on 45-nm high-performance CMOS

technologies [87, 89] show slow-down of the gate length scaling compared to ITRS

projections. Also, ITRS requirements/assumptions for electrostatic integrity, effec-

tive oxide thickness, and parasitic components are too optimistic, as will be discussed

in some detail in next section. Consequently, conclusions made based on such studies

might not be applicable to real devices. Unfortunately, the underlying assumptions

that these studies are based upon are often lost in the literature, causing more con-

fusion. Extrapolatory circuit designs, though not affected by the choice of the delay

metric, are still prone to the errors introduced by the unrealistic device parameters.

It is thus imperative to explore the scaling trends of the future technology generations

with more realistic assumptions than what is outlined in ITRS.

We use the analytical delay metric introduced in Section 2.2 with some assump-

tions about the device parameters to analyze the prospects of the performance scaling

in the future “high performance” CMOS generations. A scaling scenario is first pre-

sented in the next section, followed by a discussion about major parasitic components.

Outlooks of the performance scaling down to 15-nm HP node are studied and then

we provide a case study of the 32-nm technology and examine the effectiveness of

different approaches to meet the required delay.

10In its current version, ITRS does not explicitly specify any requirement on the electrostatic
integrity, although models used to generate the tables are based on some optimistic values for
subthreshold swing. Also, the requirements for the parasitic components inherent to the device,
namely fringing capacitances and source/drain series resistance are optimistic as will be discussed
in Section 2.7.
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2.6 Device Scaling Scenario

We begin by observing that the key scaling parameter is the so-called contacted gate

pitch, Lpitch, which historically has scaled by 0.7 from generation to generation and

is desired to continue to do so. This will ensure doubling of the transistor count per

each technology generation to reduce the cost and/or increase the chip functionality.

Also, with the emergence of multi-core processors, it is more important to increase

the number of available transistors than making them faster.

Figure 2-7 shows a schematic diagram of the transistor with the main parameters

that define its structure and major parasitic components. Table 2.1 shows an aggres-

sive scaling scenario for HP CMOS based on this pitch scaling assumption. Numbers

for the past technology nodes are taken from the literature along with some personal

judgments, while projected values for future generations are all based on judgments

of what is likely technologically feasible, supported by some feedback from industry

leaders.

Figure 2-8 illustrates the scaling trend of the key feature sizes according to Ta-

ble 2.1. ITRS projections are also shown in dashed lines for comparison. The slow

down of the gate length scaling is taken into account in our projection, while ITRS

continues to scale the gate length with its “current” pace. We assume a gradual

decrease in the inversion oxide thickness similar to ITRS projections. Although some
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Figure 2-8: Scaling trend of key feature sizes for HP CMOS according to Table 2.1
(solid lines) compared with ITRS projections (dashed lines).

early publications on 45 nm CMOS continue to use silicon oxynitride as the gate

dielectric [89], we assume a high-κ dielectric to allow a more aggressive scaling and

be consistent with industry announcements.

Starting from 32 nm technology node, ITRS assumes that the off current decreases

to about 100 nA/µm, whereas in our projection we let it increase to 300 nA/µm

and stay there. Although ITRS does not specify the subthreshold slope and DIBL,

from the specified threshold voltage and Ioff values, the assumed subthreshold slope

appears to be very optimistic, nearly ideal for double-gate structures. Also, note that

our model to calculate the saturation threshold voltage based on the required Ioff uses

an effective subthreshold swing, defined by (2.3), which is slightly higher than the

traditional subthreshold swing 11.

In addition, it is assumed that the virtual source velocity, vx0, will increase some-

what from the 65 to the 45 nm technology and then stay constant, something that,

at least for strain-engineered silicon is probably very optimistic, since the decreasing

gate pitch will severely limit the space available for stressor materials [96].

11No attempt was made here to find the optimum threshold voltage and/or supply voltage for
each technology node in order to minimize the total power-delay product or similar metrics. Such
calculations require assumptions about the circuit activity which depends on the application of a
specific circuit.
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2.7 Scaling Trend of the Parasitic Components

Two models from the literature are employed to calculate the parasitic components,

namely the parasitic capacitances and the series resistance. Parasitic capacitances

are calculated using an analytical model [97]. The gate capacitance to contact vias

is added to the “co-planar” value of C∗
f , with the added assumptions that the gate

height is given by Table 2.1, the via half-pitch is equal to the via diameter, and the

intervening-medium dielectric constant is equal to that of SiN. See Appendix A for

details.

Figure 2-9(a) shows the scaling trend of the effective parasitic capacitance, C∗
f , as

compared to the intrinsic gate capacitance, CinvLG. Shaded area represents the contri-

bution of the parasitic capacitance between the gate electrode and source/drain con-

tacts. Without this component, the calculated effective parasitic capacitance matches

the value used in Section 2.2, i.e., 0.5 fF/µm. Note that the Miller effect at the drain

side is taken into account when calculating the effective parasitic capacitance. It

should be also noted that ITRS assumes that the contribution of the parasitic ca-

pacitances in the total load capacitance decreases from about 45% to less that 20%

as the transistors are scaled. Possibilities for reducing the parasitic capacitance (or

the C∗
f/CinvLG ratio) are being sought [98,99], as will be discussed in Section 2.9, yet

numbers in the vicinity of those required by ITRS are very optimistic.

Although even in the current technologies, parasitic capacitance constitutes a ma-

jor portion of the total load capacitance, its impact is even more significant. As shown

in Figure 2-9(b), the parasitic capacitances are responsible for even a higher portion

of the total switching charge and their contribution increases as the ratio VT0/VDD

increases with scaling. This further contribution is neglected in the traditional CV/I

metric used by ITRS.

The “transfer length” formula [100] is used for the calculation of the source/drain

series resistance, RS, based on some optimistic assumptions about sheet resistance

(constant among generations), specific contact resistance (decreasing), and a constant
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extension resistance Rext = 45 Ω.µm.

RS = Rcs +Rext +
ρc

Lc

coth(
Lcon

Lc

) (2.7)

with

Lc =
√
ρc/Rsheet, (2.8)

where Rcs is the silicide contact resistance, Lc is the contact transfer length, ρc is

the specific silicide contact resistance, and Rsheet is the diffusion sheet resistance

underneath silicide layer. The last two parameters are given in Table 2.1. Our

calculations show that RS is likely to increase slightly with scaling despite the assumed

reduction in specific contact resistance. This is mainly due to the fact that the

area available for silicide formation decreases per Table 2.1. Again, ITRS requires

that the series resistance decrease with gate length scaling. This has been almost

constant for NMOS transistors over multiple technology generations and is unlikely

to dramatically decrease. The advent of embedded SiGe in S/D has already cut the

PMOS series resistance by about a factor of two, yet the corresponding numbers are

still twice those of NFETs. Unless new silicide materials with lower barrier heights are

introduced to decrease the specific contact resistance dramatically, it is improbable

to achieve significantly lower numbers.

2.8 Prospects of Performance Scaling

Figure 2-10 shows the scaling trend of the intrinsic high-performance NMOS tran-

sistor delay, τ , calculated using (2.4) and based on the numbers given in Table 2.1.

Experimental ring oscillator delay data for the past technology nodes [12] are also

shown for comparison. The data demonstrate that up to 65-nm node, the calculated

intrinsic delay has been scaled in proportion to the dimensional scaling in agreement

with the experimental data. However, starting from 45-nm technology generation, the

intrinsic delay stops decreasing and shows a counter-scaling thereafter. One might

argue that this behavior is partly due to the fact that in the scaling scenario presented
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(a)Figure 2-9: (a) Comparison of the effective parasitic capacitance, C∗
f , and the “in-

trinsic” inversion capacitance, CinvLG as a function of the technology node. Shaded
area represents the contribution of the parasitic capacitance between the gate elec-
trode and S/D contact studs. Miller effect is taken into account for the drain side
when calculating the effective parasitic capacitance. (b) Comparison of the parasitic
and intrinsic charge vs. technology node. The effect of the parasitic capacitance is
amplified as the ratio VT0/VDD increases with scaling.

in Table 2.1, we slowed down the gate length scaling. However, even a very aggressive

scaling of LG, such as what projected by ITRS does not change the trend reflected

in Figure 2-10 considerably. In fact, as reflected in Figure 2-9, most of the switching

charge is associated with the parasitic capacitances which do not scale very well with

technology scaling. It should be noted that, a more aggressive gate length scaling

does not necessarily translate to higher velocity as demonstrated in Figure 2-5.

To better understand the reasons behind the counter-scaling of the delay, Figure 2-

11 shows the scaling trend of the virtual source velocity and the effective velocity.

Although the parasitic resistance increases only slightly based on our assumptions,

its impact on the effective velocity increases with increased Cinv. Hence, the effective

velocity shows a drop starting from 45-nm technology, despite the fact that we kept

the virtual source velocity constant.
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2.9 Options for Commensurate Performance Scal-

ing in 32-nm Node: A Case Study

The analytical delay expression presented in Section 2.2, allows us to easily explore

the design space and identify major dependencies between device parameters and

performance. Extrapolation of the historical data in Figure 2-10 provides the required

delay at each technology node in the future in order to continue the historical trend 12.

In this section, we analyze different options that might allow commensurate scaling

of the delay for NMOS transistors in the 32-nm high-performance technology. In

doing so, we find it helpful to plot the required virtual source velocity as a function

of the electrostatic integrity for each option. We believe this is an appropriate way of

conveying the required transport properties, as the virtual source velocity increases

with decreased electrostatic integrity according to Figure 2-6. The required vx0 can

then be easily compared to what is feasible with a given material and/or structure.

For easier illustration, we shall assume that the numerical values of the DIBL (in

V/V) and the effective subthreshold swing (in V/dec) are identical, which is more or

less true for S > 80 mV/dec. Below is an analysis of different options to achieve the

target intrinsic delay of 0.8 ps at 32-nm node.

2.9.1 More Aggressive Gate Length Scaling

A more aggressive gate length scaling provides more space between the gate and

S/D contacts and hence offers less parasitic capacitance. At the same time it leaves

more space for the S/D silicide formation and possibly leads to less series resistance.

Figure 2-12(a) compares the required virtual source velocity for the original design

per Table 2.1 and a very aggressive scaling of the gate length to what is specified by

ITRS. Although aggressive scaling of the gate length reduces the required velocity

12While we chose to plot the intrinsic transistor delay as a function of the gate length in Figure
2-4 to have a fair comparison and to show the basic trends, here we plot the delay vs. technology
node to emphasize on what is expected from a new technology generation. One might argue that
with the advent of multiple-core processors individual transistors are not necessarily required to
operate faster. However, such argument can be made for any circuit-level design that improves the
performance/lowers the power consumption.
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considerably, the numbers are still beyond what is feasible by strained silicon. Yet, one

should note that achieving the required electrostatic integrity with such an overscaled

LG is not easy. One potential approach is to use gate-all-around silicon nanowires to

achieve the stringent electrostatic integrity requirements at such gate lengths. At the

same time, since the channel can be kept essentially undoped without compromising

electrotatics, one might expect velocities close to the ballistic limit though uniaxial

strain would still be required. Of course, there are major technological challenges for

implementing such devices, including packing the wires close to each other to deliver

the required drive current without compromising either RS or C∗
f .

2.9.2 Relaxed Gate Pitch

An alternative approach to provide more space between the gate and S/D contacts

is to relax the pitch scaling. Of course, this comes at the expense of less packing

density and contradicts Moore’s law. However, for high-performance transistors this

might be a feasible approach since they only constitute a small portion of the total

transistor count. Also, with PMOS transistors approaching NFETs in terms of the

drive current and performance, it is possible to recover some of the areal penalty

associated with larger pitch by making PFETs narrower. Figure 2-12(b) illustrates

the impact of a relaxed contacted gate pitch. Both of the above approaches have the

added benefit of providing more room for applying strain to the channel and possibly

obtaining higher velocities.

2.9.3 Thinner Gate Oxide

Increasing the inversion capacitance might seem a viable approach to increase the

drive current and hereby decrease the delay. This can also be inferred from the delay

expression of (2.4) where the ratio of the effective fringing capacitance to the intrinsic

gate capacitance appears in the numerator. However, with more drive current, there

would be more voltage drop across the source series resistance. In other words, the

effective velocity which is the main lever for reducing the delay will be smaller with
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increased inversion capacitance. Note that this analysis assumes no degradation of

the interface quality due to the presence of a high-κ material. Yet, as reflected in

Figure 2-12(c), increasing the inversion capacitance only marginally improves the

performance. However, one might be able to exploit higher Cinv to better control

the short channel effects and reduce the delay even further as shown schematically

in Figure 2-12(c). Analyzing such options requires detailed assumptions about the

exact device structure and doping levels and needs careful optimization of the gate

workfunction. If the metal workfunction cannot be adjusted as desired, often the

channel doping level needs to be reduced, opposing the short channel control offered

by the higher Cinv.

2.9.4 Lower Parasitic Resistance

The above example hinted to the fact that to be effective, a increase in the Cinv

should accompany a proportionate decrease in the source series resistance. This can

be understood better from (2.2) where the RSCinv product appears in the denominator

to determine the effective velocity. However, as discussed earlier, reducing the series

resistance is not easy to achieve. Figure 2-12(d) demonstrates that even radical

reduction of the specific contact resistance by a factor of 2 (RS = 71 Ω.µm) or

complete removal of the contact resistance is not enough to bring the required virtual

source velocity to values accessible by strained silicon.

2.9.5 Higher Power Dissipation

Increasing the supply voltage to 1 V or doubling the off current are not effective either,

as shown in Figure 2-12(e). Both approaches marginally improve the performance for

cases where short channel control is not very tight. This corresponds to the situations

where the gate overdrive is less, and naturally an incremental increase in the overdrive

by either decreasing the threshold voltage or increasing VDD might be effective. Of

course, in both approaches, the marginal improvement of the performance comes in

the expense of higher power consumption.
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2.9.6 Reduced Fringing Capacitance

Interestingly, this approach provides the best results as illustrated in Figure 2-12(f).

This is of course not surprising as the parasitic charges constitute a major portion

of the total switching charge, according to Figure 2-9(b). Despite technological chal-

lenges, this is also the most scalable approach as we proceed to the next technology

nodes and it offers the added benefit of the reduced active power consumption.

As shown in Figure 2-12(f), even simple provisions to cut the gate height by

a factor of 2, or using silicon dioxide instead of nitride in the spacers and as the

intervening material between the gate and S/D contacts, are very effective in relaxing

the requirements on the virtual source velocity. Of course, once silicon nitride is

replaced by oxide, it might not be possible to assert the same amount of strain that

the state-of-the-art MOSFETs are currently enjoying. However, it might be well

feasible to achieve the required velocity with much less strain. Other approaches,

such as reducing the polysilicon thickness or the number of contacts on the drain side

(for wider transistors) have no or even positive impact on the amount of available

strain.

2.10 Conclusions

This Chapter provided a review of the historical MOSFET performance scaling and

studied basic dependencies of the performance on device parameters. Virtual source

velocity of carriers was shown to be the main lever for increased performance over the

past two decades. A roadmapping study was performed to determine the future of

the performance scaling with some optimistic assumptions about device parameters.

It was shown that uniaxially strained silicon, which is today’s main channel material

for high-performance transistors, is unable to meet the target performance. A case

study for the 32-nm node illustrated that among the possibilities explored, reducing

the fringing capacitance is the most promising approach to relax the velocity require-

ment. This is not surprising as the major part of the switching charge is due to the

parasitic capacitances. Figure 2-12(f) shows that with reduced fringing capacitance
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the required virtual source velocity is brought down to what can be achieved with

strained silicon. Yet, one should note that it might be difficult, if not impossible,

to achieve the required strain level without nitride stressors given that the available

space for the stressor materials is also being reduced as the technology is scaled.

For 22-nm node and beyond, new material systems will be required to extend the

virtual source velocity above what is achievable with strained silicon. Next chapter

reviews the basic dependencies of the virtual source velocity on material properties

and explores some of the potential candidates to increase the carrier velocity.
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Figure 2-12 (continued on the next page.)
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Figure 2-12: The impact of different options on the required virtual source velocity to
meet the target delay of 0.8 ps for the 32-nm high-performance NMOS as a function of
the electrostatic integrity. The horizontal dashed line is the optimistically feasible vx0

per Table 2.1. (a) A more aggressive gate length scaling reduces the required velocity
considerably. However, it is very challenging to control short channel effects. (b) A
relaxed transistor pitch decreases the required velocity by reducing C∗

f . (c) Reducing
the inversion oxide thickness is not very effective in relaxing the requirement on vx0,
due to voltage drop across source series resistance. It however opens a path to better
control the short-channel effects. (d) Even dramatic reduction in the series resistance
is not enough to bring the required velocity down to values feasible with strained
silicon. (e) Either increasing the off current or increasing the supply voltage reduces
the required velocity by a finite amount but at expense of higher power dissipation.
(f) Reducing the fringing capacitance, by either using an oxide spacer (κ = 3.9) or
reducing the gate height by a factor of two, appears to be very effective.
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Chapter 3

Band Structure Engineering for

Enhanced Transport

The analysis in Chapter 2 demonstrated that continuous increase in the carrier ve-

locity is essential in order for the commensurate performance scaling to continue in

future technology nodes. After introducing the basics of the transport in nanoscale

MOSFETs, this chapter examines different approaches to enhance electron and hole

transport by modifying the band structure. These approaches include biaxial and

uniaxial tensile strain in silicon, III-V semiconductors, and germanium for enhanced

electron transport and biaxial and uniaxial strain, different wafer and channel orien-

tations, and germanium for enhanced hole transport. Prospects and limitations of

each approach are analyzed based on simulations as well as experimental data from

the literature wherever applicable.

3.1 Transport in Nanoscale MOSFETs

According to Lundstrom’s scattering theory [50,101], MOSFET current is governed by

the injection of carriers over the potential barrier in the channel (which is located close

to the source when the transistor is in the saturation regime) as shown schematically

in Figure 3-1. If the carriers encounter no scattering after they are injected into the

channel (or more precisely, if they are not scattered back to the source), the “ballistic”
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Figure 3-1: MOSFET current in saturation is governed by the injection of carriers
over the potential barrier located at the source end of the channel. A fraction r of
the carriers are backscattered to the source.

transistor current is given by:

ID = Q0vθ, (3.1)

where ID is the transistor current, Q0 is the inversion charge at the top of the barrier,

and vθ is the so called ballistic velocity of carriers, which in the non-degenerate limit

is equal to the thermal velocity. This model further assumes that Q0 is independent

of the scattering inside the channel and the drain voltage (except for a finite shift

in the threshold voltage due to DIBL). This assumption is supported by 2-D device

simulations with a non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) modeling of the scat-

tering [101]. So, in the saturation regime the inversion charge at the top of the barrier

is simply given by Q0 = Cinv(VGS−VT ), where VT is the saturation threshold voltage.

In a real device, a fraction r of the carriers are scattered back to the source, as

shown in Figure 3-1. Hence the effective velocity of carriers at the barrier, called

virtual source velocity, is determined by this fraction [50,101]:

vx0 = Bvθ =
1− r

1 + r
vθ, (3.2)

where B is called the ballistic efficiency. Lundstrom’s theory uses a third assumption

that only scattering events that take place in the vicinity of the virtual source are
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responsible for backscattering of carriers to the source1. Once a carrier passes the

point where the potential has dropped by kBT/q from the barrier top, the probability

of return to the source is negligible. Hence, the reflection ratio, r, depends on the

ratio between the backscattering mean free path of carriers, λ, and the distance over

which the potential drops by the thermal voltage, the so-called critical length of

scattering, l:

r =
l

l + λ
. (3.3)

Therefore, the ballistic efficiency is given by:

B =
λ

λ+ 2l
. (3.4)

The validity of this latter assumption has been verified by means of Monte Carlo

simulations [90, 91] and it is shown that the probability of backscattering to the

source drops exponentially as the carriers move away from the barrier. So, a critical

length of scattering, proportional to the distance over which the potential drops by

the thermal voltage and an effective λ proportional to the actual mean free path can

be defined for (3.4) to hold.

The above model is analogous to the Bethe condition for thermionic emission in

a Schottky diode.

1In fact this latter assumption has been challenged by several Monte Carlo studies showing
that scattering events all over the channel and even in the vicinity of the drain are responsible in
determining the total current [102].

This apparent discrepancy can be addressed through the dependence of the critical length of
scattering, l, on the scattering inside the channel. The velocity profile along the channel depends on
the scattering mechanisms over the whole channel. For the current continuity to hold, the charge
distribution also depends on scattering rates and so does the potential profile. In other words,
accurate simulation of the electrostatics requires that the Poisson equation along the channel is
solved self-consistently with the transport equations. With this procedure the distance over which
the potential drops by kBT/q in the vicinity of the barrier depends on the scattering rates in the
entire channel.
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3.2 How to Increase the Virtual Source Velocity?

Chapter 2 demonstrated that continuous increase of the virtual source velocity, vx0,

is essential to cancel the ever increasing effect of parasitic components in order to

maintain the historical trend of performance scaling. In Section 3.1, above, its is seen

that vx0 can be increased via increase of the backscattering mean free path, decrease

of the critical length of scattering, or increase of the ballistic velocity. Analyses

performed so far often focus on one of the above approaches and neglect the interplay

of these three parameters. This section provides a theoretical background on how

these parameters are determined in a hypothetical semiconductor. For the sake of

simplicity, we will assume a single energy band with the effective mass approximation.

3.2.1 Ballistic Velocity

In a two-dimensional carrier gas, the carrier density is given by [103]:

Ninv =
mD

πh̄2

kBT

2
log

(
1 + exp(

EF − ε

kBT
)

)
=
mD

πh̄2

kBT

2
F0(ηF ), (3.5)

and the ballistic velocity is determined by [103]:

vθ =

√
2kBTmy

πm2
D

F1/2(ηF )

F0(ηF )
(3.6)

where mx, my, and mD =
√
mxmy are the in-plane carrier effective mass parallel and

perpendicular to the channel and the density of states mass, respectively, h̄ is reduced

Planck’s constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature, EF is the

Fermi energy, ε is the minimum band energy, ηF = (EF−ε)/kBT is the reduced Fermi

energy, and Fn is the Fermi integral of the nth order.

In the non-degenerate limit, i.e. ηF < 0, the ballistic velocity reduces to the

thermal velocity:

vθ =

√
2kBT

πmx

(3.7)
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while in the degenerate limit, i.e. ηF � 1, it is approximately equal to

vθ =

√
2kBT

πm2
D

2

3
η

1/2
F (3.8)

or

vθ =
4h̄

3
m−3/4

x m−1/4
y

√
Ninv =

4h̄

3
√
mCmD

√
Ninv. (3.9)

The above equation states that in the degenerate limit and at a given inversion

charge density, the ballistic velocity is inversely proportional to the square root of

the density of states mass, mD, and the conduction mass, mC . So, to increase the

ballistic velocity in a MOSFET the structure/material or applied mechanical strain

should be such that these two masses are reduced.

3.2.2 Backscattering Mean Free Path

It should be first emphasized that the mean free path that matters in determining

the virtual source velocity is the backscattering mean free path which differs from the

actual mean free path of carriers near the source; not all scattering events will cause

a carrier to backscatter to the source. However, Monte Carlo simulations [90, 91]

demonstrate that backscattering mean free path depends linearly on the actual mean

free path of carriers near the source.

The notion of mobility in such short-channel transistors, where the scattering

mean free path is comparable to the channel length, is a subject of controversy.

However, a phenomenological mobility can always be extracted at low VDS. Assuming

that the mobility is constant across the channel and that the carriers at the top of the

barrier are in a near-equilibrium condition, Rahman et al. [104] related this mobility

to the backscattering mean free path by matching the low-VDS drift-diffusion equation

with the MOSFET scattering model:

λ = (
2µ

vθ

kBT

q
)

F0(ηF )

F−1(ηF )
. (3.10)

This means that in order for the ballistic efficiency to increase, the low-field mobility,
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µ, should be increased. Most of the attempts to date to increase the mobility by

incorporating (mostly uniaxially) strained silicon in the channel are conceived based

on this dependence. In fact, the traditional viewpoint only considers the decrease in

the scattering rates upon applying mechanical strain, and hence [105]:

∂vx0

vx0

= (1−B)
∂µ

µ
. (3.11)

It is also commonly believed that state-of-the-art MOSFETs operate at about 50% of

their ballistic limit, i.e., B ≈ 0.5 [47]. This means that any increase in the mobility

will result in a 50% increase of the virtual source velocity or equivalently the drive

current (in the absence of source series resistance) [105,106].

Eq. (3.11) is valid only when the change in the mobility is purely a consequence

of the change in the scattering rate and no change in the effective mass is involved.

However, for all of the main scattering mechanisms in a two-dimensional inversion

layer the mobility is inversely proportional to the transport and density-of-states

masses [107]:

µ ∝ 1

mC

1

mD

. (3.12)

Again, a single sub-band and effective-mass approximation are assumed for simplicity.

Compared with the effective-mass dependence of the ballistic velocity, Eq. (3.9).,

where the ballistic velocity is inversely proportional to
√
mCmD, Eq. (3.12 suggests

a power-law dependence between the ballistic velocity and mobility, i.e.,

vθ ∝ µ0.5. (3.13)

The above equation only holds when the change in the mobility is only a consequence

of the modulation of the effective mass. In a general case where changes in the

scattering rates are also involved,

vθ ∝ µα where 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.5. (3.14)
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3.2.3 Critical Length of Backscattering

The third parameter that contributes to the virtual source velocity is the critical

length of scattering, l, often assumed to be equal (or proportional) to the distance

over which the potential drops by the thermal voltage from the top of the energy

barrier. The common belief is that this length is determined solely by the potential

profile across the channel and hence it only depends on the drain voltage and the

channel length [104]. Therefore, as the channel length is made shorter, so does l, and

the transistor operates closer to the ballistic limit. However, the potential profile also

depends on the scattering events through the channel [46,90,108]. With more veloc-

ity overshoot in the channel, the carrier distribution along the channel drops more

abruptly. Accordingly, the electrostatic potential profile is modified to accommodate

the change in the carrier distribution [108]. Self-consistent simulations to solve the

electrostatics and transport together are thus needed to calculate the correct potential

profile along the channel. Based on our non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF)

simulations using Nanomos [109] on a 30-nm transistor and with simple effective mass

approximation to mimic the modulation of effective mass when uniaxial strain is ap-

plied along the channel [110, 111], l decreases with increasing mobility according to

a power law, l ∝ µ−β, where β ≈ 0.45 [46] (Figure 3-2). The decrease in the l has

also been observed in Monte Carlo simulations upon removing scattering mechanisms

from the simulation, i.e., in ballistic transport [90]. According to our simulations,

β decreases with shrinking the channel length in agreement with the observations

in [90]. Also, β would be smaller when modulation of effective mass is less involved

in determining the mobility enhancement, i.e., when α < 0.5.

3.3 Effective Mass Considerations

The above discussion suggests that in order to maximize the virtual source velocity

at a given inversion charge density, the device structure and channel material should

be chosen in a way that minimizes both conduction and density-of-states masses.

This argument, however, does not consider how the amount of the inversion charge
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Figure 3-2: The critical length of backscattering, l, as a function of the mobility from
non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) simulations (using Nanomos) of a 30 nm
MOSFET. A power law relationship l ∝ µ−β with β ≈ 0.45 is observed.

at a given supply voltage is affected by the choice of the effective mass. Since the

inversion charge in saturation is given by Qinv = Cinv(VGS − VT ), the question is how

the inversion capacitance and the threshold voltage are affected by the choice of the

effective mass.

3.3.1 Effective Mass Dependence of the Inversion Capaci-

tance

The inversion capacitance in a hypothetical MOSFET is determined by a series com-

bination of the oxide capacitance, Cox, density-of-states capacitance, CDOS, and quan-

tization capacitance, Cquant [112]:

C−1
inv = C−1

ox + C−1
DOS + C−1

quant. (3.15)

The density-of-states capacitance is given by [112]:

CDOS =
qQinv

2kBT
, (3.16)
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and its effect is negligible at high inversion charge density but could be significant in

weak inversion. That is why 3-dimensional carrier gas and Boltzmann distribution

are assumed in deriving 3.16 [112].

The quantization capacitance stems from the finite distance from the inversion

layer centroid to the oxide interface. For bulk MOSFETs and assuming a triangular

potential well at the semiconductor surface, this capacitance is given by [112]:

Cquant =

(
4ε2sqmz

9h̄2

)1/3

(Qdep + ηQinv)
1/3 ∝ m1/3

z E
1/3
eff (3.17)

where εs is the semiconductor dielectric constant, Qdep is the depletion charge density,

Eeff is the effective electric field, and mz is the effective mass normal to the interface.

To maximize the inversion charge density at a fixed gate voltage overdrive, VGS−VT ,

a device structure that maximizes the quantization effective mass, mz, is desired.

3.3.2 Effective Mass dependence of the Threshold Voltage

In order to maximize the gate overdrive at a given off-current, one needs to minimize

the subthreshold swing, which in a bulk MOSFET is determined by the balance

between the gate oxide capacitance, Cox, the depletion capacitance, CB, and a source

and drain coupling capacitance that models 2-dimensional short channel effects (CSC

and CDC), as shown in Figure 3-3.

S =
kBT

q
ln 10

(
1 +

CB + CDC + CSC

Cox

)
(3.18)

In this sense neither the quantization nor the DOS effective masses are important in

determining the subthreshold swing. However, the quantization effective mass affects

the choice of the gate dielectric thickness through its impact on the gate tunneling

current. With a larger quantization mass the tunneling probability decreases [113,114]
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Figure 3-3: A simple model for the capacitive coupling between the MOS-
FET electrodes and the channel to determine the subthreshold swing: S =
kBT/q ln 10 (1 + (CB + CDC + CSC)/Cox). In bulk MOSFET and assuming that the
only coupling path between the source/drain and the channel is through the semicon-
ductor, CSC+CDC = εsXj/γLeff , whereXj is the junction depth, εs is the semiconduc-
tor dielectric constant, Leff is the effective channel length, and γ is a proportionality
factor that depends on the details of the device structure and halo design. In a single
gate SOI structure Xj should be replaced by the semiconductor thickness, whereas
in double-gate SOI it should be substituted with one half of the thickness [115].

and hence for a given allowed gate leakage the oxide can be made thinner2.

Furthermore, a higher quantization mass reduces the threshold voltage fluctuation

due to variation in either channel doping (in bulk MOSFET), σVT
∝ m

−1/3
z , or the

channel thickness (SOI), σVT
∝ m−1

z . Figure 3-4 shows the threshold voltage fluctua-

tion for 10% change in either channel doping or SOI thickness for different values of

the quantization effective mass. Since the average off-current depends exponentially

on the variations in threshold voltage [115], it is extremely important to minimize

this variation.

The dependence of the off-current on the effective mass needs a more elaborate

2Under quantum confinement, the subband levels are moved to higher energies for carriers with
smaller quantization effective mass. Hence, the band offset between the semiconductor and the
dielectric will be smaller. For high-κ gate dielectrics that generally have smaller band offset compared
to SiO2, this could be significant. Also, since charge trapping to the defect levels inside the high-κ
material is based on tunneling through the interfacial layer, higher quantization effective mass might
also reduce the charge trapping. Although this might be benefecial in terms of threshold voltage
instability of the devices, note that with the inversion charges closer to the dielectric interface the
mobility might be degraded more.
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analysis. In extremely short channel MOSFETs, in addition to the thermionic emis-

sion of the carrier over the potential barrier at the virtual source, tunneling through

the barrier and band-to-band tunneling might contribute to the leakage current. The

thermal velocity is given by (3.7) and is inversely proportional to the square root

of the transport effective mass, similar to the dependence of the on-current. The

threshold voltage depends logarithmically on the off-current, hence the increase in

the off current due to decrease in mC can be easily compensated by a small shift

in the threshold voltage. The tunneling current, however, depends exponentially on

mC . Hence, a shift in the threshold voltage inversely proportional to mC is required

to compensate for the increase in the tunneling current. Depending on the severity of

the tunneling current (which depends on the channel length), the subthreshold swing,

and the available supply voltage3, the required increase in the threshold voltage could

be significant and a very small mC might not be desirable.

The choice of the quantization effective mass affects the band-to-band tunneling.

The effective bandgap increases significantly under quantum confinement and with a

small quantization mass. This behavior has been exploited by several groups to reduce

the band-to-band tunneling in small bandgap semiconductors such as Ge and InAs

[117]. However, it should be noted that since the increase in the effective bandgap is

proportional to 1/t2s, fluctuations in the semiconductor thickness affect the tunneling

current exponentially.

3.3.3 Effective Mass Dependence of the Mobility

Apart from small in-plane effective mass to increase the mobility, high quantiza-

tion mass is needed to minimize mobility degradation due to confinement-enhanced

phonon scattering [119] or thickness-fluctuation scattering [120] in ultra thin semi-

conductor channel structures. In the absence of any thickness-imposed confinement,

the envelop function of carriers extends over some depth inside the semiconductor.

3Here is one example of how ITRS projections affect the conclusions made when exploring the
material options. With a supply voltage of only 0.4 V, Rahman, et al., concluded that (100) wafer
orientation of germanium gives higher on current than (111) orientation for a given off current [116].
The conclusions could be quite different with a supply voltage of 0.7 V, which is more realistic
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Figure 3-4: Threshold voltage fluctuation as a result of 10% change in either channel
doping concentration (in bulk) or Si channel thickness for different values of the
quantization effective mass. Oxide thickness is 1 nm in both cases and a double-gate
structure with a doping of 1015 cm−3 was used for thin-Si channel case. Only 1-D
effects were considered for the sake of simplicity through self-consistent simulations
[118]. In short-channel transistors VT fluctuation is even worse due to 2-D effects.
Furthermore, discrete nature of the doping fluctuation or local thickness fluctuations
lead to increased VT fluctuation. Hence, the results presented here should be viewed
as the lower limit on the threshold voltage fluctuation. In a bulk structure and
assuming a triangular potential well, the quantum shift in the threshold voltage is
equal to ∆VT = h̄2/2m

1/3
z (9πqEs/4h̄

2)2/3, where Es = Qdep/εs is the electric field
at the semiconductor surface. Hence the threshold voltage fluctuation is proportianl
to m

−1/3
z N

1/3
A . For thin Si channel and using a particle-in-a-box model, ∆VT =

h̄2π2/2mzt
2
s, where ts is the semiconductor thickness.
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Table 3.1: Guidelines for choosing the effective masses based on different requirements
to increase performance.

Driver mC mD mz

Virtual Source Velocity ↓ ↓ –
Mobility ↓ ↓ ↑
Inversion Capacitance – ↑ ↑
Threshold Voltage – – ↑
Tunneling∗ ↑ – ↓

∗ See the text for a discussion of the dependence of the direct and band-to-band tunneling on
the effective mass and its implications.

The “width” of the inversion layer depends inversely on the quantization mass and

the effective electric field, Winv ∝ (mzEeff)−1/3. Once the semiconductor thickness is

reduced to a certain point, the inversion layer is squeezed by the extra confinement

imposed by the thickness, Winv ∝ ts. With this additional confinement is imposed,

the phonon-limited mobility, which is proportional to the inversion layer width, drops

below its value in bulk semiconductor. Hence, the thickness at which the mobility

drops below its bulk value is roughly proportional to (mzEeff)−1/3.

The thickness fluctuation scattering can be modeled as a perturbation in width

of a rectangular potential well. According to the Fermi Golden Rule, the scattering

rate will be proportional to 〈ψ|H|ψ〉2, where H is the perturbation Hamiltonian

and ψ is the envelope function. Assuming a single subband, a fluctuation ∆ts in

the semiconductor thickness will result in a potential fluctuation of 2∆tsh̄
2π2/2mzt

3
s.

Hence, the mobility limited by this scattering will be proportional to m2
zt

6
s. Again the

thickness at which this extra scatting becomes significant is proportional to m
−1/3
z .

Table 3.1 summarizes these requirements. In the rest of this chapter this table is

used as a guideline to select the proper choice of the wafer and channel orientation,

material, and mechanical strain. This table suggests that a low conduction mass, mC ,

moderate DOS mass, mD, and high quantization mass, mz, are desired.
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3.4 Options for Enhanced Electron Transport

Review of the published work shows that applying uniaxial mechanical strain to the

channel has already increased the electron virtual source velocity from about 107 cm/s

in relaxed silicon to near 1.5×107 cm/s (see Figure 2-5) corresponding to about 60 %

increase in the mobility. Yet, higher velocities are needed for continuous performance

incraese as discussed in Section 2.8. This section briefly reviews the characteristics and

limitations of the biaxial and uniaxial mechanical strain to enhance electron mobility

and velocity in Si-based MOSFETs and then explores other material systems that

potentially can be used to improve the transport properties even more.

3.4.1 Biaxial Tensile Strain

Despite the fact that biaxial tensile strain was a classical candidate to enhance elec-

tron mobility by almost a factor of 2, it was never used by the industry with the

exception of a number research studies [21, 121, 122]. This is partly due to material

integration challenges associated with epitaxial growth of strained Si and SiGe buffer

layers. However, even if process issues are resolved, biaxially strained Si improves

nMOSFET performance only slightly; 2× mobility enhancement translates to only

20-30 % increase in the drive current [21,121,122].

The mobility enhancement in biaxially strained Si is believed to be due to the

band splitting between the conduction band minima. Upon applying biaxial strain,

two of the six valleys in the Si conduction band are shifted to lower energies (∆2),

whereas the other four valleys are shifted to higher energies (∆4). As a result, the

interband optical phonon scattering is suppressed [107]. Although ∆2 valleys have

lower conduction and DOS effective masses, theoretically surface-roughness scattering

is not affected very much unless a change in the surface roughness is assumed [123];

At high Eeff where surface roughness scattering is important, even in relaxed Si nearly

80% of the electrons are in the ∆2 valleys. Most recent experimental work show that in

fact there is reduction in the surface roughness for oxides grown on biaxially strained

Si [124]. Although this is an interesting phenomenon, it is not clear whether high-κ
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Figure 3-5: Relative change in electron ballistic velocity vs. relative change in mobility
for different strains calculated based on the data in [110].

dielectrics needed for future technology nodes will benefit from a similar reduction

in the surface roughness. Furthermore, Coulomb scattering which is important in

determining the overal mobility in deeply scaled MOSFETs is not affected by biaxial

tensile strain [125]4. Finally, since the mobility enhancement is mostly governed by

the reduction in the scattering rates rather than modulation of the effective mass,

ballistic velocity is not enhanced as much, i.e., α < 0.5. In fact, simulations show

that for biaxial tensile strain α ≈ 0.3 as shown in Figure 3-5.

However, biaxial tensile strain might still be a viable approach for performance

improvement:

1. For certain applications, such as pass-gate transistors, the linear transistor cur-

rent, i.e., at low VDS, is as important as the saturation drive current. Higher

mobility is thus important even if velocity is not increased significantly.

2. Most high-performance chips operate at temperatures well above room temper-

ature and will benefit more from suppressed phonon scattering.

3. Reduced optical phonon scattering leads to higher velocity overshoot near the

4Most recent experimental data suggest that Coulomb mobility limited by substrate doping is
enhanced in strained silicon while mobility limited by interface states is degraded [126].
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drain and hence results in smaller critical length of scattering as discussed in

Section 3.2.3.

4. For ultra-thin silicon channel structures where confinement effects reduce the

mobility through phonon scattering, biaxially strained Si extends its superior

mobility to Si thickness of 3-4 nm [20,127].

5. Biaxially strained silicon can be used as a starting material with either ad-

ditional uniaxial strain [128] or to achieve higher levels of uniaxial strain by

preferential relaxation of the strain [129]5.

3.4.2 Uniaxial Tensile Strain

So far, the most common approach to enhance electron transport has been the uniaxial

strain in the [110] channel direction [130]. As far as the band splitting is concerned,

this method is similar to the biaxial strain. However, an additional modulation of the

effective mass in the ∆2 valleys is involved. Simulations [110,131] show that uniaxial

tensile strain in the [110] channel direction reduces the conduction effective mass,

while the in-plane effective mass perpendicular to the channel increases.

Figure 3-6 compares the change in the effective mass of electrons in the ∆2 band

in the direction parallel and perpendicular to a uniaxial strain in the [110] direc-

tion, calculated using a tight binding simulation [132] and empirical pseudopotential

simulations reported in [131]. As seen in the figure, although there is agreement

on the fact that electron effective mass in the direction of strain decreases with a

tensile strain, there is no quantitative agreement. Comparison of pseudopotential

models, a 30-band k.p, and ab initio simulations in [133] also show quite different

results. Optimization of the simulation parameters are thus needed to reproduce the

5In fact based on the discussion in Chapter 1, showing the undesired contribution of the stress
liners to the parasitic capacitances and given the fact that with scaled gate pitch there will be less
space for stressors, this approach is very attractive especially for regular and long Si islands such as
NMOS stripes in the SRAM cells.
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Figure 3-6: Relative change in the effective mass in the direction parallel and perpen-
dicular to a uniaxial strain in the [110] direction. Open symbols are our tight binding
simulation results, filled symbols are our empirical pseudopotential calculations, and
solid lines are from empirical pseudopotential simulations reported in [131].

experimentally observed reduction in the effective mass6.

One way to experimentally measure the modulation of the effective mass is to

study the dependence of the mobility on external mechanical strain applied in the [110]

direction on ultrathin SOI or SSDOI devices. In ultrathin SSDOI all of the electrons

are in the ∆2 band. The band splitting between ∆2 and ∆4 valleys is also large

enough so that the interband phonon scattering is negligible. Hence, any change in

the mobility with uniaxial mechanical strain [134] can only be attributed to a change

in the effective mass. Of course, this does not clarify whether the change is in the

conduction mass or the DOS mass. Nonetheless, experimental results [134] suggest

that there should be 40% reduction in the effective mass (mC and mD combined)

per 1% uniaxial strain in the [110] direction. Similar conclusion is made based on

the measurements on ultrathin SOI transistors [110]. This should be compared to

simulations performed in this work and those of [131], predicting a reduction of 25%

6In fact, the original version of the tight binding code used in this work gives very small change
in the effective mass. The results presented in Figure3-6 are our first attempt to optimize the
simulation parameters in order to reproduce experimental results. The earlier version of the code
also lacked the modeling of the internal displacement, explained in Appendix B, and thus produced
qualitatively wrong results.
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and 15%, respectively.

By measuring the change in mobility for devices fabricated in different directions

with respect to the strain direction, it is possible to decouple the change in the trans-

port and DOS effective masses. Lauer [134] reported 40% increase and 35% decrease

in mobility per 1% of uniaxial strain in the longitudinal and transverse directions,

respectively. This gives 44% decrease and 36% increase for the effective mass in the tu-

dinal and transverse directions, respectively, for each 1% of uniaxial strain. Rochette

et al. [111] used a similar approach and concluded 46% decrease and 28% increase

of the effective mass in these two directions, respectively. It should be noted that

Rochette et al. performed the measurements on bulk MOSFETs where contribution

from the ∆4 band and possibly reduction in the interband scattering cannot be rulled

out, whereas Lauer’s measurements are on ultrathin SSDOI or ultrathin SOI devices,

where a single ∆2 band assumption is quite valid. These numbers can thus be used as

a guide to calibrate band-structure models under uniaxial strain. Among the models

presented in Figure 3-6 only our emprical pseudopotential calculations seem to pro-

vide relatively accurate results. The fact that none of the simulation methods are in

quantitative agreement with experimental results, urges for better calibration of these

models in order to explore the limits of electron mobility and velocity enhancement

offered by uniaxial tensile strain7.

Despite the uncertainty in the theoretical change in the effective mass, the fact

that mobility enhancement is greatly due to the reduction in the effective mass is

encouraging. Not only all scattering mechanisms are equally affected by the reduction

in the effective mass, but also the ballistic velocity is significantly enhanced as shown

in Figure 3-5.

7It appears that researchers are still relying on first-principle calculations to calibrate empirical
methods such as tight-binding or empirical pseudopotential models. Using experimental data, at
least for strain levels less than about 0.1% which are easily measured by mechanical bending, is a
more reliable alternative.
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3.4.3 Germanium

For the past two decades, germanium has been of interest as an alternative MOSFET

channel material to improve transistor performance. Electron mobility in bulk Ge is

nearly 2.7× that of silicon. However, despite earlier publications reporting very high

electron and hole mobility in Ge MOSFETs [135–137], recent work to reproduce those

results has been unsuccessful (see [138] for a comprehensive account of recent work).

As will be discussed in details in the next chapter, this is mainly due to the presence

of traps at the germanium-dielectric interface or inside the high-κ dielectric. This

section, however, focuses on the intrinsic properties of Ge to see what can be expected

from germanium-channel MOSFETs once integration challenges are resolved.

Unlike silicon, for which (100) wafer orientation is known to provide the best

theoretical electron mobility and at the same time the best interface quality with

SiO2, options for wafer and channel orientation for Ge NFETs are still subject of

discord. Figure 3-7 illustrates the conduction band valleys in Ge with different wafer

orientations. Corresponding effective masses are collected in Table 3.2. In (100) Ge,

all four valleys have the same small quantization mass and are equivalent. With

(111) wafer, one valley has very large quantization mass and small conduction and

DOS effective masses (L1). The other three valleys have small quantization masses

(L3). Finally, in (110) germanium, two valleys have small mz and the other two

have moderate mz. Furthermore, the conduction is not symmetric: with L2 valleys

preferentially populated, [110] channel orientation has the best transport properties.

So, as far as transport properties are concerned, (111) wafer orientation is preferred,

followed by (110) wafer.

L−∆ Interband Scattering in Germanium

Similar to most III-V semiconductors, germanium transport suffers from closeness

of the satellite valleys to the conduction band minima. The Γ band is located only

0.14 eV above the L valleys, while the separation between ∆ bands and L minima is

reported to be between 0.15 and 0.21 eV [139,140]. In bulk germanium this does not
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Figure 3-7: Germanium conduction band structure for different wafer orientations. In
(100) Ge, all four valleys have the same small quantization mass. With (111) wafer,
one valley has very large quantization mass and small conduction and DOS effective
masses (L1). The other three valleys have small quantization masses (L3). Finally,
in (110) germanium, two valleys have small mz and the other two have moderate mz.
Furthermore, the conduction is not symmetric: with L2 valleys preferably populated,
[110] channel orientation has the best transport properties.

Table 3.2: Electron effective mass in the channel direction, mx, normal to the chan-
nel, my, and normal to the wafer, mz, and valley degeneracy, g in different wafer
orientations of Ge. Effective masses are normalized to the free electron mass.

Wafer Orientation Channel Orientation valley mx my mz g ∆E
(001) [110] L 0.15 0.15 0.12 4

∆ 0.20 0.20 0.95 2 0.15
0.44 0.44 0.20 4 0.15

(111) [1̄10] L 0.08 0.08 1.64 1
0.08 1.47 0.09 1
1.12 0.10 0.09 2

∆ 0.20 0.70 0.27 2 0.15
0.58 0.24 0.27 4 0.15

(110) [1̄10] L 0.08 0.58 0.22 2
0.22 0.12 0.08 2
0.20 0.95 0.20 2 0.15
0.58 0.20 0.33 4 0.15
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Figure 3-8: Electron subband energies in (100) germanium-on-insulator structure
with a thickness of 5 nm and as a function of the inversion charge density.

affect the mobility as the energy of the optical phonons in germanium is only 35 meV.

However, in Ge MOSFETs and under strong quantization, it is quite possible that

the energy separation vanishes, leading to additional interband phonon scattering

[141]. The Γ band has very small quantization mass and moves up very quickly once

confinement is imposed to the carriers (either by increasing the gate voltage or in

a GOI structure by thinning the germanium layer). Figure 3-8 plots the subband

energies in (100) Ge with a thickness of 5 nm and as a function of the inversion

charge density. As seen, since the L valleys have a very small quantization mass in

this wafer orientation, they move up in energy under confinement so that ∆ subbands

contribute to the transport.

Degradation of mobility due to extra L−∆ interband scattering has been experi-

mentally observed in bulk Ge samples under high hydrostatic pressure [142,143]. The

L and ∆ valleys have different dependences on the pressure: The L valleys move up

in energy while the ∆ bands move down. At very high pressures, all electrons are in

∆ bands, making it possible to measure the electron mobility in these valleys. How-

ever, well before the crossover point, the mobility starts to degrade due to interband

scattering. At the same time, measured Hall factor shows a significant increase above

the ideal value of 1, which is a signature of multi-band transport (Figure 3-9).
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Figure 3-9: Normalized Hall mobility and scattering factor in bulk germanium under
hydrostatic pressure [143]. As the pressure increases the L valleys go up as dEL/dP =
4.8 ± 0.2 × 10−6 eV/bar, while ∆ valleys go down as dE∆/dP = −2.4 ± 0.4 × 10−6

eV/bar. So, band splitting between L and ∆ valleys decreases as the pressure in-
creases. At about 30 kbar the two bands cross. However, well before the cross-over
point the mobility starts to decrease rapidly due to the additional L −∆ interband
scattering.

Another area in which contribution of the ∆ valleys to the transport and the ad-

ditional interband scattering has been explored in the past is the high-field transport

in germanium [141, 144]. In fact, it is shown that in a sub-micron Ge MOSFET and

near the drain, roughly 20% of the electrons are in the ∆2 bands [145], effectively

reducing the velocity overshoot in that region. Hence, L − ∆ interband scattering

is quite deteriorating to the performance of germanium NMOSFETs and provisions

should be sought to separate these two bands as much as possible.

Electron Mobility in Germanium

Figure 3-10(a) shows phonon-limited mobility, calculated in this work, for (100) ger-

manium with different assumptions about the strength of the L−∆ interband scat-

tering, i.e., deformation potential equal to 0, 4.4 × 108 eV/cm [146], and 15.0 × 108

eV/cm [147]. At higher inversion charge densities the mobility is degraded due to the

additional interband scattering. Note that in these simulations it is assumed that the

germanium is undoped and hence the effective electric field is not very strong, about

0.6 MV/cm at the highest Ninv.
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Figure 3-10: (a) Calculated phonon-limited electron mobility in bulk (100) germanium
with different assumptions about the strength of the L−∆ interband scattering and
as a function of the inversion charge density. (b) Phonon-limited electron mobility
as a function of the germanium thickness in a germanium-on-insulator structure with
(100) wafer orientation.

Figure 3-10(b) shows the calculations for different germanium thickness in a GOI

structure and withDk = 4.04×108 eV/cm. Electron mobility is significantly degraded

as the germanium layer is made thinner than about 10 nm8. This is in part due to

increased phonon scattering due to quantum confinement [119] and in part due to

additional interband scattering as the spacing between the L and ∆ bands vanishes.

In contrast, one of the valleys in (111) germanium has a very large quantization

effective mass. Under quantum confinement, this valley is preferentially populated

and there is virtually no L−∆ interband scattering. Furthermore, calculations show

that there is little mobility degradation due to quantum confinement in ultrathin

GOI with this wafer orientation [119], and even a mobility increase for germanium

thickness in the 4-10 nm range and at low electron density.

8Note that these calculations are made with phonon scattering parameters fitted for the transport
in bulk germanium. Scattering rates in the inversion layer could be quite different from bulk and
fitting to experimental data is needed similar to what has been done for silicon [107]. The maxi-
mum electron mobility ever reported in germanium inversion layer is around 1000 cm2/V.s [136],
considerably lower than what the calculations in Figure 3-10 show.
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Figure 3-11: Comparison of ballistic current calculated for Ge with (100) and (111)
wafer orientations and for (100) Si. With (111) orientation, Ge offers 80% improve-
ment over silicon.

Ballistic Velocity in Germanium

Figure 3-11 compares the calculated ballistic current in germanium with different

wafer orientations with that of silicon. With (100) wafer orientation, germanium does

not offer any advantage over silicon, due in part to the smaller quantization effective

mass which limits the inversion capacitance, and in part to the fact that the in-plane

effective mass is not much smaller than in silicon. With (111) wafer orientation,

germanium offers roughly 80% improvement over relaxed silicon, which is significant

compared to state-of-the-art uniaxially strained MOSFETs. Whether or not applying

mechanical strain improves electron velocity in (111) Ge requires simulations with

well-calibrated band structure models or experimental demonstration.

3.4.4 III-V Semiconductors

Very high electron mobility in bulk III-V materials has fascinated many researchers

for years to employ them as MOSFET channel material. In fact, their superior

electron mobility is also experimentally observed in 2-D systems like MODFETs and

MESFETs, and the main challenge for successful MOSFET demonstration is believed
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to be gate dielectric formation with low density of interface states. However, from

a theoretical point of view, two major challenges should be addressed before these

materials are used for high-performance transistors:

1. The high electron mobility originates from the low effective mass of the Γ valley

in these materials. However, the Γ band is symmetric, meaning that the DOS

and quantization effective masses are also small, which are undesirable as dis-

cussed earlier. Furthermore, the low effective mass is only valid at the bottom

of the conduction band. The non-parabolicity factor is typically large (and sig-

nificant since DOS effective mass is small), meaning that at higher energies the

equivalent effective mass is quite large. This becomes important either at high

carrier concentrations or when the carriers gain energy as they travel along the

channel. The latter becomes important at the drain-side of the channel where

the non-parabolicity limits the velocity overshoot [145].

2. The separation between the Γ and the L and X band is usually not large. This,

combined with the low quantization effective mass of electrons in the Γ band,

means that under strong quantum confinement the satellite L and X bands will

contribute to the electron transport. Not only do these bands have transport

properties similar to the X and L bands in silicon and germanium, but also the

additional interband scattering reduces the mobility further. Similarly, some

of the high energy electrons near the drain are also transfered to the satellite

valleys or have increased probability of having interband scattering [145]9.

Figure 3-12(a) and (b) illustrate the subband energies for a GaAs slab with thick-

ness of 20 and 5 nm, respectively, and at an inversion charge density of 1×1013 cm−2,

while Figure 3-12(c) shows the electron distribution in that structure and the same

bias condition. Self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson simulations with parameters ad-

justed for GaAs and a gate oxide with EOT of 1 nm are used for these calculations.

9One might argue that even with these phenomena, III-V MODFETs and MESFETs in practice
have significantly high transconductance and operate at very high frequencies. While this is true,
we note that in such analog applications, transistor performance is quite different from digital
application, discussed in Chapter 2: the inversion charge is usually small and transistors are relatively
large to drive the required current.
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Only the first 4 subbands are shown for clarity and the energies are referenced to the

Fermi level. In the thicker GaAs layer, the first three subbands are Γ valleys, whereas

in the thinner layer both L and X ladders contribute significantly to the inversion

charge.

Figure 3-13 shows simulated inversion C − V characteristics of a GaAs structure

with thickness of 20 and 5 nm and with a physical oxide thickness of 1 nm. Due to

very small quantization effective mass, the inversion capacitance is very small, nearly

1/3 of Cox. This limits the available inversion charge at a given gate overdrive as

discussed earlier. At electron densities higher than about 7× 1012 cm−2, the satellite

valleys contribute to the inversion charge and hence there is a kink in the C − V

characteristics10

In semiconductors with small bandgap, such as InSb and InAs, the band spacing

between the Γ band and the satellite bands is quite high. However, the small bandgap

translates to higher leakage current (mostly band-to-band tunneling). Ternary alloys,

such as InGaAs, provide acceptable bandgap, enough band separation to satellite

bands, and significantly high mobility. Yet, small quantization effective mass still

limits the inversion capacitance and hence the available inversion charge. Table 3.4

gives a tentative comparison of III-V and strained Si MOSFETs. It can be clearly

inferred from this table that smaller inversion charge density in the III-V devices

cancels out the benefit offered by their higher carrier velocity. Note that since the

switching charge is dominated by the parasitic capacitances, there is little benefit in

reducing the inversion capacitance.

3.5 Options for Enhanced Hole Transport

The valence band structure in most semiconductors is highly warped. The E − k

dispersion relation is anisotropic and the non-parabolicity is high. Although accurate

treatment of the band structure in the inversion layer requires self-consistent simu-

10The band non-parabolicity is not considered in these simulations. Inclusion of the non-
parabolicity results in higher density-of-states for the Γ band and hence the contribution of the
satellite valleys will be less. However, non-parabolicity itself degrades the transport properties.
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Table 3.3: Properties of direct band-gap III-V semiconductors: bulk electron mobil-
ity, effective mass and non-parabolicity in the Γ band, bandgap, and the separation
between the Γ and the L and X band.

Material µe (cm2/V.s) me (m0) α (eV−1) Eg (eV) ∆Γ−L (eV) ∆Γ−X (eV)
GaAs 9.4× 103 0.063 1.16 1.42 0.32 0.45
InP 5.0× 103 0.082 0.61 1.34 0.59 0.85
GaSb 3.0× 103 0.041 - 0.73 0.08 0.31
InAs 4.0× 104 0.023 1.4 0.35 0.73 1.02
InSb 8.0× 104 0.014 4.1 0.17 0.51 0.83
In0.53Ga0.47As 8.0× 103 0.041 - 0.80 0.60 0.70

Table 3.4: Comparison of the performance in a hypothetical III-V MOSFET with
a typical uniaxially strained Si transistor. Common parameters are Tox = 0.7 nm,
VT = 0.4 V, LG = 15 nm, δ = 150 mV/V, and RS = 80Ω.µm. Smaller inversion
capacitance of the III-V cancels out the benefit offered by higher electron velocity.

Parameter III-V III-V Strained Si
VDD (V) 0.6 0.8 0.8
Toxinv (nm) 2.0 2.0 1.0
Cinv (µF/cm2) 1.72 1.72 3.45
Qinv (µC/cm2) 0.34 0.69 1.38
vx0 (107 cm/s) 4.0 3.0 1.6
v (107 cm/s) 2.3 2.0 1.0
IDsat (µA/µm) 800 1380 1380
Ieff (µA/µm) 109 585 585
τ (ps) 8.50 2.2 2.3
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lations to account for the change in the band structure under quantum confinement,

qualitative conclusions can be drawn using bulk band structure. This section reviews

some of the options for enhanced hole transport.

In bulk semiconductors, the valence band can be described in terms of the de-

generate light-hole (LH) and heavy-hole (HH) bands and the spin-orbit (SO) band

separated from the other two by ∆so. Light holes have a smaller quantization mass

and move to higher energies under quantum confinement. Also, the DOS effective

mass of LH is relatively small. Hence the main contributor to the hole transport in an

inversion layer is the HH band. Of course, under quantum confinement, the subbands

are no longer LH and HH. More appropriately they can be named as HH-like and

LH-like. In the following, hole transport is qualitatively analyzed based on the shape

of the HH under different conditions. Numerical results from sp3s∗d5 simulations

are presented for illustrative purposes or to show band-structure dependence on the

semiconductor thickness. We begin by analyzing different options to enhance hole

transport in silicon, namely alternative channel and wafer orientations and different

strain configurations and then discuss the benefits and limitations of using germanium

as the channel material.

3.5.1 [100] Channel Orientation

As discussed in Appendix C, on a (100) wafer the smallest effective mass of HH is

seen in the [100] direction. So, PMOS transistors with the channel in [100] direction

can benefit somewhat from a smaller conduction mass. Of course, the DOS effective

mass is still obtained by integration over all directions on the (100) plane and does

not change with the choice of channel direction. Since electron transport on the (100)

wafer is isotropic, the whole layout can be simply rotated 45◦ with respect to the major

flat or the notch on the wafer. Nearly 20% mobility enhancement has been reported

in SiGe-channel MOSFETs by making the channel in the [100] direction [26]. This is

much less than typical mobility enhancement that is currently achieved by applying

uniaxial mechanical strain on the transistors fabricated with the conventional [110]

channel orientation. Nevertheless, for cases that only biaxial (compressive) strain is
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available or for future thechnologies if it was determined that there is not enough

room to apply the uniaxial mechanical strain, this approach may come to the rescue.

Of course, provisions should be sought to optimize process steps such as implantation

and annealing since these steps might depend on the crystalline orientation.

3.5.2 (110) and (111) Wafer Orientations

According to Table C.3, the effective mass in the [100] direction is the smallest. Hence,

with a (100) wafer, the quantization effective mass will be relatively small, which is

not desired. Higher quantization effective masses can be accessed if the transistor

is made on a (111) or (110) wafer. Furthermore, with these wafer orientations it is

possible to obtain much higher mobility and velocities. Nearly 2.8× and 1.8× hole

mobility enhancement has been measured in long channel transistors fabricated on

(110) wafers with channel in the [110] and [100] directions, respectively [28]. The

mobility enhancement with a [211] channel on (111) wafers is roughly 60% [28]. With

a V-groove cut on a (100) wafer by means of anisotropic wet etch to access (111)

planes, 60% mobility enhancement has been reported with the channel in the [110]

direction [148]. One major challenge for adopting (110) or (111) wafer orientations for

PFETs is that these orientations have the lowest electron mobility [28,149]. Different

schemes to integrate (110) PFETs with (100) NFETs by a mixture of preferential

epitaxial growth and wafer bonding has been proposed [28].

Mobility enhancement achieved with these alternative wafer orientations is in

part due to increase in the quantization effective mass of heavy holes. With quantum

confinement the band splitting between the LH and HH increases due to their mz

mismatch in a (110) and (111) direction. This does not lead to an increase in the

ballistic velocity. No wonder that 2.5× mobility enhancement does not translate to

the same amount of increase in the virtual source velocity [28].
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3.5.3 Uniaxial Compressive Strain

Uniaxialy compressive strain exerted by means of compressive stressors or embedded

SiGe S/D, has been very successful in increasing hole mobility in the past few years.

Hole mobility enhancement of nearly 4× [89] has been achieved by tailoring the

strain distribution on (100) wafers. The heavy hole valence band is highly warped,

with the highest effective mass in the [110] and the lowest in the [100] direction. A

uniaxial compressive strain in the [110] direction reduces the effective mass in the [110]

direction, which is the usual channel orientation. Figure 3-14 shows the contours of

constant energy as a function of the in-plane wavenumber and under different uniaxial

strains. A small uniaxial strain reduces the effective mass at the top of the valence

band and in the [110] direction significantly. However, the dispersion relation at higher

k values is nearly unchanged. Further increase of the strain, reduces the equivalent

effective mass at higher k values.

At a given hole density, the dispersion relation only up to the point where the band

is occupied by the holes is important in determining the ballistic velocity. Assuming

a single subband structure, this would be the Fermi wavenumber, kF . However,

mobility depends on the shape of the band structure up to energies h̄ωop higher,

where h̄ωop is the energy of the optical phonons. Based on the observations in Figure

3-14, while mobility continues to benefit from the change in the dispersion relation

at high energies (and possibly reduced interband scattering), velocity enhancement

slows down once a certain level of uniaxial strain is reached. Of course, this level

of strain depends on the hole density and the amount of quantum confinement. At

higher hole density the band is occupied up to higher energies, and hence the critical

strain level will be higher. With higher confinement, the band structure will be more

asymmetric, which means that higher strain levels are needed to remove the [110]

wing.

Figure 3-15 shows the relative change in the ballistic velocity as a function of the

relative change in the mobility based on the simulations in [150]. For hole density of

1013 cm−3 and up to a uniaxial strain of 0.5%, the ratio (∂vθ/vθ)/(∂µ/µ) is about 0.5,
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Figure 3-14: Contours of the constant energy as a function of the in-plane wavenumber
in relaxed bulk Si and under different levels of uniaxial compressive strain in the [110]
channel direction. The spacing between the contours is 0.25 meV and simulations are
done using a tight binding code [132].

comparable to the dependency for electrons under uniaxial [110] strain. At higher

strain levels, the ratio drops to about 0.3 at 1% uniaxial strain. The slow-down

of velocity enhancement sets a limit on the performance improvement that can be

achieved by uniaxial compressive strain. However, this technique has certain benefits:

The mobility enhancement (at least at low strain levels) is caused by the modulation

of the effective mass. Hence, all scattering mechanisms benefit from reduction of

the effective mass in the [110] channel direction. The top valence band is still a

heavy hole band. So, there is no competition between the strain and the quantum

confinement. This is not the case in biaxial tensile strain, discussed in the next

section. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3-16, the reduction in the effective mass

is maintained in ultrathin SOI, where in relaxed Si band structure the asymmetry is

very strong and the effective mass in the [110] direction is very large.

3.5.4 Biaxial Tensile Strain

Similar to the case for electrons, biaxial tensile strain in the (100) plane, was tradition-

ally believed to increase hole mobility significantly. In fact in bulk silicon, applying

a biaxial tensile strain not only lifts the degeneracy between light (LH) and heavy

(HH) hole bands, thereby reducing phonon scattering, but also preferably populates

LH, reducing the effective mass considerably. More than a factor of 2 increase in the
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mobility is thus expected. However, this strain configuration has serious shortcomings

if used for MOSFETs.

In the effective mass approximation, the quantization mass for light and heavy

holes is 0.20 m0 and 0.29 m0, respectively. So, in a potential well LH subbands

move to higher energy levels, contradicting the band splitting caused by the biaxial

strain. As a result, while there is some benefit because of reduced phonon scattering

at lower effective electric fields, mobility enhancement disappears at high Eeff [121].

In fact, since confinement in the potential well causes the LH and HH to split (of

course with HH preferably populated), a small level of biaxial strain might cancel

this band splitting and reduce the mobility [121]. This anomalous behavior has also

been observed by applying mechanical biaxial strain to either relaxed or biaxially

strained wafers [151]: In relaxed Si, hole mobility degrades by applying biaxial strain,

whereas in strained Si mobility increases. High levels of strain are thus needed to

maintain the band splitting at high Eeff .

A similar phenomenon is observed in ultra-thin SOI. For silicon films thinner than

about 10 nm, the degeneracy of the light and heavy holes is already lifted due to the

strong confinement. The dispersion relations are also quite different from those in

bulk [152, 153]. Whether or not biaxial strain provides any benefit depends on how

the combination of the carrier confinement and the applied strain affect the band

structure. Recent experimental data [154] illustrate a complicated picture similar to

bulk: while there is no mobility enhancement from 1.25% of biaxial tensile strain in

a 3 nm strained Si on insulator, increasing the tensile strain to 1.67% improves the

mobility by about 25%.

Figure 3-17 shows the effect of biaxial strain on the valence band energy levels

in bulk silicon and ultrathin body SOI. In UTB SOI the degeneracy of the valence

band at the Γ point is already lifted due to the strong confinement. In contrast

to bulk silicon, where a biaxial tensile strain splits the HH and LH bands, in UTB

SOI and for moderate values of tensile strain, these bands are actually converging.

This is due to the fact that the biaxial tensile strain and confinement work in the

opposite directions. Once a certain strain level is reached, the HH and LH bands
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start to diverge again. This turnover strain level is pushed to higher values as the

silicon layer is thinned, reaching values as high as 1% at the 3 nm. The net result is

that tensile strain is not as effective in UTB SOI as in bulk silicon. The situation is

qualitatively similar to the loss of the hole mobility enhancement in bulk silicon at

high electric fields, where the band splitting caused by the strain is partially canceled

by the confinement [155].

In bulk silicon, applying a biaxial tensile strain also modifies the shape of the band

structure in a manner that reduces the effective mass of holes in the [110] channel

direction. However, the dispersion relations are quite different in UTB SOI [156].

The mass anisotropy in unstrained material is much stronger in UTB SOI compared

to bulk silicon due to strong confinement. A moderate tensile strain reduces the

anisotropy, but is not enough to reduce the effective mass in the [110] channel direction

significantly. Consequently, strain values in excess of 1% are needed in UTB SOI to

reduce the effective mass of holes in the [110] channel direction. However, contrary

to bulk silicon, where the effective mass in the [100] direction remains essentially

constant, in UTB SOI it increases drastically once the effective mass in the [110]

direction starts to decrease. The confinement-induced change in the effective mass

observed here is qualitatively similar to what has been reported for hole inversion

layer in bulk Si and under high electric fields [157].

3.5.5 Biaxial Compressive Strain

As can be seen from Figure 3-17, a biaxial compressive strain also lifts the degeneracy

between the LH and HH bands, but favors heavy holes. Although the band splitting is

small it can increase the mobility slightly by suppressing the optical phonon scatter-

ing. Preferential population of the HH bands is not a concern as most of the holes are

in HH under quantum confinement due to higher quantization and DOS mass of this

band. In fact, slight hole mobility enhancement is seen in early silicon-on-sapphire

MOSFETs due to the presence of biaxial compressive strain [158]. However, since

this strain degrades electron mobility by populating the ∆4 valleys, provisions were

sought later to relax the strain.
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Figure 3-17 suggests that biaxial compressive strain can enhance hole mobility

considerably in ultrathin SOI. Although, it is not clear how a biaxial compressive

strain can be induced to a silicon layer, the beauty of this approach is that the band

splitting is in the same direction that the quantum confinement is pushing the bands.

Figure 3-18 illustrates a more interesting situation. The band splitting in germa-

nium under biaxial compressive strain is a lot more than the corresponding split in

silicon. No wonder exceptionally high hole mobility has been observed in Ge channels

grown on SiGe buffer layers (with smaller lattice constant) [39]. Similar to Si, the

top energy band is HH, in harmony with the band splitting under quantum confine-

ment, but with small and nearly symmetric effective mass near the top of the valence

band as seen in Figure 3-19. However, for germanium layers less than about 10 nm,

there is already enough band splitting to suppress the interband phonon scattering

and addition of the biaxial strain is unlikely to add any benefit. In fact in ultrathin

layers, it might decrease the mobility by excessive increase in the effective mass in the

[110] direction. Hence, it would be a wise idea to use [100] as the channel direction.

Alternatively, biaxially strained germanium layers can be used with additive unixial

compressive strain in [110] direction to remove the wing of the HH E − k diagram in

this direction or as a starting material to obtain uniaxially strained Ge by preferential

relaxation of the strain.

3.5.6 Germanium

Germanium has the highest bulk hole mobility among semiconductors. This is in

part due to the smaller optical phonon energy and in part to smaller effective mass

according to Table C.3. Hole mobility as high as 1000 cm2/V.s has been reported

in Ge MOSFETs [136]. Recent publications, however, show maximum mobility of

250-300 cm2/V.s with oxynitride gate dielectrics [33,37] and 150 cm2/V.s with high-

k dielectrics directly on Ge. Higher values have been reported, but with devices
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Figure 3-18: Effect of biaxial strain on the valence band energies in bulk germa-
nium and ultrathin GOI. There is significant band splitting under biaxial compressive
strain.

that have a silicon passivation layer [159]11 However, it appears that these levels of

mobility enhancement compared to Si do not translate to a significant increase in

the virtual source velocity. Short channel germanium MOSFETs with Si passivation

and gate length down to 120 nm show a virtual-source velocity of around 4×106

cm/s, which is comparable to relaxed Si MOSFET at similar gate length and DIBL,

despite 2.5× mobility enhancement compared to Si universal hole mobility [159].

Early Ge MOSFETs show more promising results. At 0.6 µm gate length for Ge

PFETs reported in [137] the effective velocity is estimated to be around 4.5×106

cm/s. Virtual source velocity could be higher depending on the exact value of the

source series resistance. Of course, this estimate involves some uncertainty and the

devices in [137] seem to have relatively high DIBL. Yet, these results are somewhat

encouraging and analysis of carrier transport in short channel Ge MOSFETs deserves

11Si passivation in [159] is achieved by low-temperature epitaxial growth of several monolayers of Si
usually in ultrahigh vacuum. It has been reported that since this Si layer is under excessive stress,
fluctuations in the Si thickness result in unacceptably high fluctuations in the threshold voltage.
However, such technical difficulties might not be as sever with compressively strained Ge.
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more attention.

Since the valence band in Ge is similar to that of Si, basic behavior of carrier

transport enhancement with different mechanisms is essentially similar to that dis-

cussed in the above sections. Figure 3-19 shows the HH band structure in bulk Ge

under different strain conditions or with different wafer orientations. Under biaxial

compressive strain (1% here) the effective mass near the top of the valence band

decreases significantly. Combined with the band splitting observed in Figure 3-18,

this results in significant mobility enhancement. Interestingly, the band structure far

from the top of the valence band is almost intact, not quite in favor of increasing

the mobility. This might be an encouraging observation: Spectacular hole mobility

enhancement observed in Ge under biaxial compressive strain could be mostly due to

the decrease in the effective mass in the vicinity of the Γ point. While short channel

transistors are yet to be fabricated on biaxially strained Ge to see whether mobility

enhancement leads to a significant increase in the virtual source velocity, simulations

can be performed to shed some light on the mechanisms involved. Alternatively,

low temperature measurements can be used to see if hole mobility enhancement is

observed at low temperatures where phonon scattering is not very important.

The mechanism for mobility enhancement under uniaxial compressive strain is

similar to what is observed in Si: Reduction of the effective mass in the [110] channel

direction. So, in principle it should lead to significant increase in the virtual source

velocity. Figure 3-20 compares the enhancement in the ballistic velocity calculated

in bulk Si and Ge subjected to uniaxial compressive strain and at a inversion charge

density of 1013 cm−2. Impressively high ballistic velocity is expected from Ge with

uniaxial compressive strain. Similar calculations show that under biaxial compressive

strain, Ge offers at most 2× velocity enhancement over relaxed silicon, which is

comparable to what can be achieved with uniaxially strained silicon.
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Figure 3-19: Heavy hole dispersion relation in (top) relaxed Ge, under 1% biaxial
compressive strain, and under 1% uniaxial compressive strain with a (100) wafer
orientation and (bottom) in relaxed Ge with (111) or (110) orientation.
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con and germanium and at an inversion charge density of 1013 cm−2. Band structures
were calculated using k.p method and the velocity was estimated using FETtoy [160].
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3.6 Relationship Between Mobility and Velocity in

Uniaxially Strained Si

Recent experimental data for deep sub-micron strain-engineered devices [12, 161]

demonstrate that the saturation drain current, IDsat, is more strongly correlated to

the low field mobility, measured in the same short channel devices, than what was

previously believed [105, 106]. To understand this dependence, it is more instructive

to study the correlation between the virtual source velocity and mobility12.

The relative change in the virtual source velocity can be written as the relative

change in the ballistic velocity plus the change in the ballistic efficiency:

∂vx0

vx0

=
∂vθ

vθ

+
∂B

B
(3.19)

With the power-law dependence between the ballistic velocity and mobility defined

in Section 3.2.2, and taking into account the change in the critical length of backscat-

tering discussed in Section 3.2.3, we have:

∂vx0

vx0

= [α+ (1− α+ β)(1−B)]
∂µ

µ
. (3.20)

Figure 3-21 shows the correlation between virtual source velocity, calculated based

on the reported IDsat, and mobility measured in the same short channel devices as

reported in [12]. The ratio of the change in the velocity to that of mobility is much

higher than 0.5. A similar observation is made for other strained devices (Figure 3-

22) [86,128,162–165]. Here, change in the mobility is deduced from the change in the

slope of the Rtot − LG characteristics and might contain some uncertainty. Caution

should be taken drawing general conclusions. None of the methods used to apply

mechanical stress to the channel and thereby improve the mobility and drive current

produce a purely uniaxial stress along the channel [166]. The actual stress pattern

12The notion of mobility in such short-channel transistors, where the mean free path is comparable
to the channel length, is a subject of controversy. However, a phenomenological mobility can always
be extracted at low VDS . Eq. (3.10) relates this mobility to the mean free path of carriers in the
channel by using the scattering MOSFET model to match the low-VDS drift-diffusion equation [104].
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Figure 3-21: The relative change in the virtual source velocity vs. the relative change
in the mobility based on the data given in [12]. The correlation ratio is much higher
than the commonly accepted value of 0.5 [105,106].

also depends on the device structure and geometry. Furthermore, when combined

together, the effects of different methods do not add up linearly.

For PMOS transistors, the vertical component of the stress, if compressive, has

negligible effect on the mobility and velocity, since the band splitting caused by this

component is canceled out by the quantization. The splitting of the valence band

due to a tensile stress in the vertical direction, although usually small, preferably

populates the heavy holes [156]. So, it will result in lower ballistic velocity, while

having small but positive effect on the mobility. For an NMOS transistor, the vertical

stress component has significant impact on both mobility and velocity. Its effect can

be viewed as a biaxial stress parallel to the wafer’s surface, leading to more change in

mobility than velocity. To gain the most performance possible from strain, one would

like to engineer it in a way that translates to the highest possible velocity. In that

sense, the strain distribution that reduces the transport effective mass is desirable.

An important question is whether the strong dependence of virtual source velocity

and mobility as discussed above continues to hold at higher strain levels. This ques-

tion has major consequences of the future of strain engineering: Should we continue

increasing the strain level or should we seek alternative channel materials?

Based on experimental data, although hole mobility enhancement as high as 4×
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Figure 3-22: The relative change in the virtual source velocity vs. the relative change
in the mobility for strain-engineered devices based on indirect data from [86,128,162–
164] and mobility data from [165].

in uniaxially strained silicon [30, 89] and up to 8× with uniaxially strained (110)

silicon [30] has been reported, the enhancement in the virtual-source velocity seems

to saturate at 2-2.5×. Saturation of the velocity-mobility dependence in uniaxially

strained PFETs can be understood based on the ballistic velocity-mobility dependence

shown in Figure 3-15 and the band structure calculations in Figures 3-14. At higher

strain levels the band structure near the top of the valence band does not change

anymore. At a given hole density, the dispersion relation only up to the point where

the band is occupied by the holes is important in determining the ballistic velocity.

However, mobility depends to the shape of the band structure up to energies h̄ωop

higher, where h̄ωop is the energy of the optical phonons. So, while mobility continues

to increase at higher strain levels, velocity saturates once the band structure up to the

Fermi wavenumber stops changing. Saturation of the velocity-mobility dependence

is also seen in Figure 3-23 which collects virtually all experimental data available on

strain engineered PMOS transistors.
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3.7 Conclusions

This section provided the guidelines for choosing a channel material, wafer orientation,

and strain configuration to enhance the transistor performance. The significance of

maximizing the quantization effective mass, while choosing proper in-plane masses

was discussed based on different parameters that contribute to the performance.

The main conclusions for enhanced electron transport are:

• Biaxial tensile strain in silicon does not offer significant velocity enhancement

since the ≈ 2× mobility enhancement is mainly due to reduction in scattering

rate. Biaxial strain can be preferentially relaxed to achieve uniaxial strain

without the need to nitride stressors and the associated increase in the parasitic

capacitance.

• Uniaxial tensile strain in silicon seems very promising as long as higher strain

levels can be exerted on the device. Since theoretical band structure calculations

do not agree with each other and with experimental data, it is not yet clear if

modulation of the effective mass will continue at higher strain levels. Another
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question is whether the band structure at higher energy levels is also modu-

lated. Preliminary Monte Carlo simulations show that ultimately the velocity

enhancement is saturated at about 2% of uniaxial strain since the velocity near

the drain does not increase as much as the virtual source velocity does with

increasing the strain.

• The performance offered by III-V semiconductors is limited mainly because of

their small quantization effective mass.

• To avoid interband scattering and mobility degradation in germanium-on-insulator

structures, (111) wafer orientation should be used. This orientation also offers

the highest ballistic velocity in Ge. Nevertheless, in (111) bulk germanium, the

ballistic velocity is only about 80% higher than relaxed silicon. This is signifi-

cant when compared to state-of-the-art uniaxially strained silicon, especially if

theoretically high mobility of electrons is demonstrated in Ge MOSFETs.

While the main conclusions for enhanced hole transport are:

• With uniaxially strained Si, the ballistic velocity enhancement is limited to

about 2×, despite the fact that mobility enhancement of about 4× has been

demonstrated. Hence, further increase of the strain level does not seem to

provide major increase in the device performance.

• Without any strain, germanium only marginally improves hole velocity despite

the fact that mobility is significantly higher than silicon. Biaxial compressive

strain, although relatively simple to apply, offers only 2× velocity enhancement

over relaxed silicon. Only with uniaxial compressive strain germanium is able

to provide significantly higher velocities compared to the state-of-the-art silicon

MOSFETs.

Despite the attractiveness of germanium as an alternative channel material, ex-

perimental data so far have been disappointing. Next chapter will examine the carrier

mobility measured in germanium MOSFETs to determine what phenomena are lim-

iting the mobility and what can be done to improve the device characteristics.
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Chapter 4

Characterization of Electron

Transport in Germanium Channel

MOSFETs

As discussed in the previous chapter, germanium is of prime interest as an alternative

channel material to offer superior transport properties compared to what can be

achieved with silicon. However, despite considerable effort by several groups, the

reported electrical characteristics of Ge channel MOSFETs have been unsatisfactory.

In particular, germanium NFETs have generally exhibited very poor mobility, whereas

mobility in PMOS transistors, although much higher, is still below what is expected

theoretically.

The degradation of carrier mobility in Ge MOSFETs is partly due to the fact

that the high-κ dielectric processes adopted for germanium are not yet optimal. On

one hand, carrier scattering is enhanced at the high-κ interface possibly due to in-

creased surface roughness scattering, remote phonon scattering [167], and Coulomb

scattering [168] in the presence of charged traps at the interface or inside the gate

dielectric. Moreover, charge trapping results in lower carrier density in the channel

as compared with C − V characteristics, making the conventional effective mobility

measurement ambiguous. The split-CV technique, commonly used to determine the

inversion charge, is unable to distinguish between the trapped and mobile charges.
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Hence, the method usually underestimates the actual mobility in the channel. It is

thus highly desirable to measure the intrinsic transport properties of the channel in

order to understand what is limiting the mobility. This chapter reports some of the

methods used in this work to characterize Ge channel transistors without being af-

fected by the charge trapping as much as possible. Methods presented in the chapter

are applicable to other exotic channel materials, such as III-V semiconductors, with

some practical adjustments of the measurement details.

4.1 Impact of Charge Trapping on the Mobility

Extraction

The effective mobility in the MOSFET channel is determined by measuring the drain

current in the linear region:

µeff =
L

W
.

ID(VG)

VDQinv(VG)
(4.1)

where the inversion charge, Qinv, is usually obtained by integrating the split-CV

characteristics:

Qinv(VG) =

∫ VG

Cgc(VG)dVG, (4.2)

and Cgc is the gate-channel capacitance.

There are two sources of error when determining the inversion charge: First, the

interface traps might respond to the AC signal used for the capacitance measurement

and result in an additional capacitance component, Cit, effectively parallel to Cox.

This can be observed as a frequency dispersion in the C − V characteristics and

the error can be minimized by using higher frequencies such that the interface traps

cannot respond to the AC signal. Second, the traps can follow the DC voltage, so

that a change in the gate voltage results in less change in the inversion charge than

would be expected theoretically and in the absence of the traps. This effect is seen as

a stretch-out of the C−V curve and results in overestimation of the inversion charge.
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Figure 4-1: Correction of the mobility extracted from DC I − V data and split-CV
measurements according to [169]. Dashed line shows the mobility extracted without
the correction whereas solid line shows the corrected values. The inset shows the
measured (dashed line) and simulated (solid line) C − V characteristics.

Zhu et al. [169] proposed a correction scheme to estimate the “true” inversion

charge from the measured split-CV characteristics by using the ideal C − V curve.

This method assumes that the inversion capacitance at a given inversion charge den-

sity (or equivalently at a given surface potential) is unchanged whether interface traps

are present or not (as long as they do not respond to the AC signal). Note that the

threshold voltage shift due to fixed charges does not affect this method, which only

relies on the shape of the Qinv(Cgc) curve. Although this method seems straight-

forward, calculating the ideal C − V characteristics poses new problems. To obtain

the actual shape of the C − V curve requires self-consistent simulations with accu-

rate band-structure parameters, which is not trivial for new channel materials and

especially heterostructures.

Figure 4-1 shows an example of applying this method to Ge NMOS transistors.

Schroedinger-Poisson simulations where performed with parameters adjusted for (100)

Ge to obtain the ideal C − V and thereby Qinv(Cgc) characteristics. As can be seen,

the correction is significant at lower gate voltages but the difference diminishes at

higher gate voltages.
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Alternatively, one could measure the density of trapped charges at each gate

voltage and subtract from the total measured charge to obtain the true inversion

charge. However, charge trapping and detrapping happen during the measurements

and the density of trapped charges depend on the transient bias conditions; so, it is

important to use consistent conditions for all measurements.

It should be noted that the above method does not measure the intrinsic channel

mobility in the absence of the charge trapping. Rather, it only corrects the inversion

charge estimation for the presence of the slow traps. In the following sections methods

are presented that extract near intrinsic transport properties of the channel and show

how mobility is affected by charge trapping.

4.2 Pulsed I − V Measurements

As mentioned above, charge trapping and detrapping precludes correct measurement

of the device characteristics. The intrinsic I−V characteristics can be obtained if the

voltage sweep is performed fast enough so that the traps cannot respond to it [170].

One could either apply a train of pulses with increasing height to the gate and measure

the drain current at the top of each pulse, or perform a “single” pulse measurement,

in which pulses are applied to the gate and the I − V data are collected during the

ramp times [170]. Near intrinsic characteristics can be obtained if the rise and fall

times of the pulse are short enough and the device does not spend too much time

in inversion. This method also offers the possibility of determining the time-scale in

which the traps respond to the gate voltage by varying the pulse width and rise and

fall times.

Figure 4-2 shows some of the schemes proposed for pulsed I−V measurements. In

the most common scheme shown in Figure 4-2 (a) the potential drop across a resistor

connected between the drain terminal and a supply voltage is measured to calculate

the drain current. To minimize the signal reflection at the circuit discontinuities, 50

Ω-terminated probes are used. In our implementation, instead of connecting a load

resistance between the drain and a DC supply voltage, we used the output resistance
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Figure 4-2: Different configurations used for pulsed I-V measurements. (a) An in-
verter configuration where the voltage drop across the load resistance connected to
the drain is measured to give the drain current. (b) A source follower configuration
where the source current is measured across a load resistance and has higher band-
width compared to (a). (c) A high-frequency configuration that uses bias tees to
decouple DC and AC signals.

of the pulse generator (50 Ω) as the load and simply kept the generator output at

a constant level (VDD). This simplifies the bias circuitry, which otherwise requires

proper filtering of high-frequency signals at the supply voltage terminal.

An alternative approach is to measure the source current by placing a resistor on

the source terminal, as shown in Figure 4-2 (b). This method has potentially higher

bandwidth as it has a source follower configuration and is free of the Miller effect.

However, the data should be corrected for the current dependence of VGS.

The third scheme shown in Figure 4-2 (c) [170], is essentially a high-frequency

cabling using bias tees to decouple the signal from the bias circuitry. Frequencies

from 1 MHz to 10 GHz pass through the bias tee and lower frequencies turn to the

bias terminal. Although this scheme has very high bandwidth and is immune to the

noise from the bias circuit, it is not suited for studying the contribution of slow traps

as only transient behavior with a time-scale smaller than about 1 µs can be observed.

Figure 4-3 shows sample pulsed I − V data collected from Ge NMOSFETs using

the configuration shown in Figure 4-2(a), featuring several non-ideal characteristics.

Pulses with varying rise and fall times of tr = tf = 100 ns to tr = tf = 1 µs, pulse
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width of tw = 100 µs, and period long enough to ensure complete detrapping (T = 1

ms) were applied to the gate and the drain current was measured. The transient

characteristics are shown in Figure 4-3 (a), whereas the data during rise and fall

ramps were converted to the I − V characteristics in (b). The data in (a) show a

gradual drop in the drain current with a time constant of about 50 µs, due to the

presence of slow traps. This can be seen in (b) as a shift to the right for the ramp

down trace, which can be viewed as a shift in the threshold voltage which depends

on the pulse amplitude as seen in Figure 4-3 (b).

In addition to the threshold voltage shift, the I − V characteristics in (b) exhibit

some distortion as the pulse amplitude is increased. The traces recorded at different

pulse magnitude are neither parallel, nor is the ramp down trace parallel to the ramp

up trace. The dependence of the I − V characteristics on the pulse amplitude could

either be due to generation of some defects in the oxide or at the oxide-semiconductor

interface upon electrical stressing, or be a symptom of fast traps that respond to the

gate signal with a time scale comparable to the ramp times. The distortion of the

ramp down trace can be attributed to the presence of slow traps that are gradually

charged when the transistor is in the inversion regime. Although the shift in the

threshold voltage can be used to quantify the density of trapped charges in each case,

we prefer to directly measure the charge trapping as will be discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3 Mobility Extraction from Pulsed I − V Data

Pulsed I − V measurements were used to extract near intrinsic electron mobility in

n-channel germanium MOSFETs. Details of the device fabrication has been reported

in [171]. Long-channel ring transistors were fabricated on (100) bulk germanium.

Some of the wafers were implanted with phosphorus with doses in the range of 1 −

4×1012 cm−2 through an 11 nm CVD SiO2 screen oxide and annealed at 500◦C for 60

s in nitrogen [171]. The screen oxide was then removed and the wafers were cleaned

in 6:1 DI:HCl for 5 min. and rinsed. Wafers that did not receive the phosphorus

implant were cleaned in H2O2:NH4OH:DI 1:1:5 for 15 s, followed by HCl dip and
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Figure 4-3: Pulsed I − V measurements results for a typical Ge NMOSFET. (a) A
trace of the drain current recorded with a pulse amplitude of 1.5 V, tr = tf = 100
ns, and tw = 100 µs. The drain voltage drops gradually as a result of slow charge
trapping. (b) The data recorded during the ramp up and ramp down converted to
the Id − Vg characteristics. In this case tr = tf = 1 µs. Dashed lines and solid
lines correspond to measurements performed with a pulse amplitude of 2 V and 4 V,
respectively.

rinse. An in situ ALD WN/Al2O3/AlN gate stack was then deposited and patterned

with a dry etch. Source/drain implantation was performed (P, 1×1015 cm−2, 25 keV),

followed by PECVD oxide deposition, S/D activation, and Ti/Al contact deposition

and patterning [171]. Conventional DC I − V and split-CV measurements show

enhanced electron mobility as the phosphorus passivation dose is increased [171]. In

this section the mobility extracted from pulsed measurements are compared to better

understand the carrier transport in these devices.

Pulsed I − V measurements were performed on the smallest transistors on the

wafer (W/L = 180/5 µm), with a load resistor RL = 25Ω connected to the drain. A

train of trapezoidal pulses with increasing amplitude were applied to the gate and

the voltage at the drain terminal was measured and converted to Id. Gate leakage

was negligible but measurements were performed with VDD = ±100 mV connected

through RL to correct for any possible leakage.

Figure 4-4 compares the DC and pulsed I − V characteristics measured on tran-

sistors that received different doses of phosphorus implant prior to high-κ deposition.
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of Id−Vg characteristics from DC (lines) and pulsed (symbols)
measurements for devices that received different doses of phosphorus implantation
prior to high-κ deposition. Measurements were performed on ring transistors with
W/L = 180/5 µm. Pulsed measurements were done by applying a train of pulses
with increasing pulse height, tr = tf = 100 ns, and tw = 100 µs. 4 represents the
measurements at the beginning of the pulse, while 5 indicates the values after tw.

Id measurements were performed at the beginning and end of pulses with a width of

100 µs and rise and fall time of 100 ns. Devices that received the lowest dose have

considerably lower current and the ratio between the pulsed and DC measurements is

about 2. With an implant dose of 4× 1012 cm−2, DC and pulsed measurements show

an improvement of more than 2× and 1.5×, respectively and the ratio between the

pulsed and DC measurements drops to about 1.2. Moreover, it appears that at lower

gate voltages the difference between the DC and pulsed characteristics is merely a

shift in the threshold voltage. In other words, although the density of trapped charges

is approximately 1.2×1012 cm−2 at low gate voltages, as estimated from the shift in

the threshold voltage, carrier mobility is not affected by Coulomb scattering of these

charges. At higher gate voltages, degradation of the I − V characteristics occurs,

similar to the behavior in the sample implanted with lower doses. This suggests that

multiple mechanisms of charge trapping are present and phosphorus implantation

only mitigates mechanisms responsible for charge trapping at lower gate voltages.

Since split-CV measurements are also contaminated with charge traps and hence
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Figure 4-5: Mobility extracted from DC (dashed lines) and pulsed (solid lines) mea-
surements and on devices that received different doses of phosphorus implant. As
the implant dose increases both DC and pulsed mobility values increase, but the DC
values approach the pulsed measurement results.

show some degree of skew in weak inversion, to extract the mobility from pulsed I−V

measurements the ideal inversion C − V curves from self-consistent simulations were

used. Care was taken to match the threshold voltage in the simulated C − V curve

with that of measured pulsed I−V characteristics. Alternatively, the inversion charge

can be directly estimated as will be discussed in the next section. Split-CV data were

used to extract the mobility from DC measurements, since the I−V data are equally

skewed due to charge trapping and gradual increase of the threshold voltage. The

DC ramp for the I−V and C−V measurements were matched to minimize the error

due to difference in the amount of charge trapping.

Figure 4-5 shows the extracted mobility from the DC and pulse measurements for

samples with different doses of phosphorus implant. Both DC and pulse measurements

show that mobility increases by increasing the implant dose. However, the difference

between mobility curves extracted from DC and pulsed I − V measurements almost

vanishes as the phosphorus dose is increased.
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4.4 Direct Measurement of the Inversion Charge

In the previous section, simulated C−V characteristics were used to extract mobility

from pulsed I − V data. That approach involves some degree of uncertainty on how

to determine the equivalent oxide thickness and how to match the threshold voltage

of the C − V and I − V data. The inversion charge can be measured directly by

integrating the transient current that follows into or out of the source and drain

terminals during the Vg ramps. Figure 4-6 (a) shows a schematic diagram of the

measurement setup. A train of pulses are applied to the gate terminal and the source

and drain are connected together and to a digital oscilloscope; the current through

these terminals is converted to a voltage drop across the parallel combination of the

oscilloscope input resistance (50 Ω) and the coaxial probes (50 Ω per each). The

inversion charge at the ramp-up or ramp-down is determined by digital integration of

the current during that time period. The exact transient behavior of the source/drain

current, which depends on the channel resistance that varies during the ramp time,

is not important as only the area under the signal is needed. Singh et al., proposed

a similar approach to directly measure the inversion charge [172]. Instead of digital

integration of the S/D current, they used a load capacitor to integrate the current.

Figure 4-6 (b) shows some sample traces obtained during ramp up and ramp down

on a Ge NMOS transistor. It is interesting to note that the area under the ramp-

up and ramp-down bumps are not equal. In other words, charge transfered to the

channel to form the inversion layer at the beginning of the pulse is higher than the

charge returned to the source/drain at the end of the pulse. The difference can be

attributed to the presence of the slow traps. The trapped charges detrap at a later

time and either recombine with the majority carriers in the substrate or diffuse to

the source/drain.

Figure 4-7 shows sample Q − V characteristics obtained on Ge NMOSFETs by

directly measuring the inversion charge as described above. The charges at the be-

ginning and at the end of a pulse with tw = 100 µs are not equal as reflected in

Figure 4-7 (a); there is a positive shift in the threshold voltage and a drop in the ca-
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Figure 4-6: (a) A schematic diagram of the setup used to directly measure the in-
version charge by integrating the transient source/drain current during ramp up and
ramp down. (b) A sample trace of the data collected during ramp times on a Ge
NMOSFET with tr = tf = 100 ns, tw = 100 µs, and pulse amplitude of 4 V. The
approximate values of the threshold voltage extracted from the corresponding I − V
characteristics are denoted. The presence of a series resistance, composed of the dis-
tributed channel resistance and the S/D series resistance, distorts the shape of the
signal. However, as fas as the total inversion charge at a given voltage is concerned,
only the area under the curve is important.
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pacitance between the rise an fall time of the pulse. In (b), plotted are measurements

performed at the beginning of the pulse, but with different rise times of tr = 20 ns

and 100 ns. A small drop in the inversion capacitance is observed in this case that

can be attributed to the presence of very fast traps. This canbe explained based on

the data presented in Figure 4-8 that shows sample traces of the source/drain cur-

rent during switching with very small rise and fall times. Two distinct bumps are

observed in this plots: one with a time scale comparable to the pulse rise time, of

course somewhat lagging due to the presence of the series resistance1 and one with

a time scale larger than about 100 ns. It is speculated that the first bump is due to

the actual inversion charges, whereas the second one represents the trapped charges

that respond to the input signal but with a larger time constant. The difference in

the slopes in Figure 4-7 (b) can be attributed to the presence of fast traps that can

contaminate the Q−V characteristics measured with a rise time of 100 ns, but are less

deteriorating to the measurements performed with tr = 20 ns. However, to precisely

quantify the density of this type of fast traps, measurements should be performed

on transistors with shorter gate length and reduced S/D series resistance to make

sure the inversion charges respond fast enough to the gate signal, so that they can be

distinguished from the traps.

The difference between the Q − V characteristics recorded at the beginning and

the end of the pulse can be plotted as the density of the trapped charges. The time

scale of traps can be also examined by varying the pulse width. Figure 4-9 shows the

trap density as a function of the gate voltage for samples that received phosphorus

implant with different doses as passivation. Measurements are performed with a pulse

width of 100 µs. So, both fast and slow traps are present in these plots. While the

trap density is almost independent of the gate voltage at lower voltages, it increases

linearly at higher voltages. As the gate voltage is increased the probability of the

electrons to tunnel through the interfacial dielectric and communicate with the traps

1Assuming that the total series resistance for the devices under study is about 2000 Ω, the time
constant for the inversion charges to respond to the gate signal is about 20 ns. Due to the non-linear
dependence of the channel resistance it is difficult to decouple the effect of the R-C delay in the
current traces with very small rise and fall time.
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Figure 4-7: The inversion charge measured directly by integrating the S/D current
on a Ge NMOSFET. (a) at the beginning and end of a 100 µs pulse. (b) At the
beginning of the pulse with different rise times.
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Figure 4-8: A sample trace of the inversion current recorded during the pulse rise
time with tr = 10 ns and 20 ns.
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Figure 4-9: The density of trapped charges estimated by subtracting the inversion
charge at the beginning and end of the pulses with tw = 100 µs and for Ge NMOSFETs
that received different doses of phosphorus implant as a passivation prior to high-κ
deposition.

inside the dielectric increases and hence there is an increase in the density of trapped

charges. This method is further used in Section 4.6 to study the charge trapping in

germanium MOSFETs and its impact on electron mobility.

4.5 Charge Pumping

Since charge pumping is widely used to characterize interface state densities in MOS-

FETs [173], it was employed to study Ge MOSFETs in this work. As shown in

Figure 4-10, a train of pulses is applied to the gate and the DC current at the sub-

strate terminal is measured, while the source and drain are grounded. When the

transistor is in the inversion regime some of the minority carriers provided by the

source and drain are trapped. Once the transistor is switched to the accumulation,

some of these trapped charges have a chance to detrap and recombine with the major-

ity carriers. This recombination current contributes to the substrate current, which

is measured to give an estimate of the density of the trapped charges.

As illustrated in Figure 4-10, two measurement methods are possible. In the first
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method, the pulse amplitude is kept constant while the base voltage, Vbase, is swept.

The charge-pumping current is then plotted as a function of the base voltage. The

charge pumping current, ICP is only detected for Vbase + VA > Vfb and Vbase < VT .

The maximum charge pumping current gives the average density of interface traps,

Nit = ICP/qAf , where q is the electron charge, A is the gate area, and f is the pulse

frequency.

In the second approach [174], the base voltage is kept constant so that the tran-

sistor is in accumulation when VGS = Vbase and the pulse amplitude is varied. In this

case, the current is often plotted as a function of Vtop. Since the device goes deeply

in the inversion regime, depending on the frequency of the pulses used, some of the

carriers might have enough time to communicate with the traps inside the high-κ

dielectric. Hence, this method is believed to give the density of the oxide traps,

Not = ICP/qAf . If the oxide is free of defects, the signal should flatten at higher gate

voltages and exhibit no frequency dependence. In the presence of oxide traps, the

extracted density of trapped charges increases with the gate voltage, as carriers have

more chance to tunnel through the interfacial oxide. Also, as the pulse frequency is

reduced the carriers have a chance to communicate with traps deeper inside the oxide.

So, this method is very attractive in determining the spatial distribution of the oxide

traps [175,176]. However, quantifying the depth-frequency relationship of the charge

trapping requires careful modeling of the tunneling through the interfacial oxide and

involves some uncertainty.

Figure 4-11 shows the charge-pumping measurement results for Ge NMOSFETs

with different doses of phosphorus passivation implant. In both methods a small

reduction in the trap density upon increasing the P dose is visible. Using the conven-

tional charge pumping the peak trap density is only about 5 × 1011 cm−2 [Figure 4-

11(a)], an order of magnitude less than the traps measured by the variable-amplitude

method at high gate voltages [Figure 4-11(b)]. Therefore, the charge measured by the

variable-amplitude method cannot be located at the germanium-dielectric interface.

Furthermore, the trap density measured by the variable-amplitude increases signifi-

cantly by increasing the pulse width, whereas the data from fixed-amplitude method
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Figure 4-10: A schematic of charge pumping measurement on NMOSFET. (a) Mea-
surement configuration where a train of pulses are applied to the gate to switch the
transistor between accumulation and inversion and the DC current at the substrate
terminal is measured with source and drain terminals grounded. When the transistor
is biased in inversion, VG = Vtop, some of the electrons from the inversion layer are
trapped in the interface and/or bulk high-κ states. When the transistor goes back to
the accumulation, VG = Vbase, some of these electrons are de-trapped and recombined
with holes in the substrate to create the charge pumping current, Icp. (b) Parameters
that define the shape of the charge pumping pulse. Two possibilities for the measure-
ment are shown: (c) In the fixed-amplitude CP where the pulse amplitude is constant
(and larger than VT −Vfb) and Vbase is varied. The interface trap density as a function
of the band bending is extracted. (d) In the variable-amplitude CP, the base voltage
is kept constant and the pulse amplitude is varied.
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Figure 4-11: Density of trapped charges extracted using (a) fixed-amplitude and
(b) variable-amplitude charge pumping for Ge NMOSFETs with different doses of
phosphorus passivation implant. For fair comparison, the data for higher phosphorus
dose in (b) are shifted to adjust for the difference in the threshold voltage. The pulse
amplitude was kept at 1 V in (a), while the base voltage was kept at -1 V in (b). The
measurements were performed with a frequency of 1 MHz in (a) and 100 kHz in (b).

were essentially independent of the signal frequency (data are not shown in Figure

4-11 for clarity). It can thus be speculated that charge trapping is mostly due to the

charging and discharging of the defects located inside the high-κ dielectric [174] and

by tunneling through the interfacial dielectric. The tunneling probability increases

with the gate voltage as seen in Figure 4-11(b).

Despite the attractiveness of the charge pumping method, its usefulness in study-

ing charge trapping in Ge MOSFETs is limited. On one hand the background sub-

strate current in samples studied in this work was high, usually 10-50 nA. This sets

a lower limit on the frequency of the charge pumping pulses as the charge pumping

current is proportional to frequency. On the other hand, due to the relatively high

channel conductivity some of the charges that are detrapped when the transistor is

in the accumulation regime diffuse to the S/D instead of being recombined and con-

tribute to the substrate current. Hence, we decided to employ the method proposed

in Section 4.4 in order to measure the density of the trapped charges.
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4.6 Correlation Between Charge Trapping and Mo-

bility Degradation

The method proposed in Section 4.4 to determine the density of trapped charges by

subtracting the inversion charge at the beginning and end of the pulses provides a

straightforward way to investigate the impact of charge trapping on the mobility.

Two sets of the measurements are required. On the first pass, the inversion charge

at the beginning and end of the pulses, at a given pulse amplitude with increasing

pulse width is measured with the setup shown in Figure 4-2. The pulse period is kept

large enough ( 5 ms) to ensure detrapping of all trapped charges. On the second pass,

the drain current at the beginning and end of the pulses is measured with the same

pulses with the setup shown in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-12 shows the density of trapped charges as a function of the pulse width

and at different gate voltages for a germanium NMOSFET. For smaller gate volt-

ages, the density of trapped charges increases logarithmically with the pulse width.

At higher gate voltages, two distinct regimes are visible, both following a logarith-

mic dependence on the pulse width. The first charge trapping mechanism, which

is dominant for tw up to about 20 µs, is a weaker function of the pulse width and

somewhat increases with the gate voltage. The second mechanism, responsible for

charge trapping at tw > 20 µs, is a stronger function of the pulse width and increases

significantly with the gate voltage.

It is speculated that the fast charge trapping corresponds to the traps located

at the germanium-dielectric interface, which are thus in fast interaction with mobile

charges. The slow traps are located inside the high-κ dielectric and thus the probabil-

ity of the carriers to tunnel through the interfacial dielectric and get trapped increases

with the gate voltage.

According to the theory of Heimann and Warfield [177], the distance of the filled

trap centers from the interface is given by:

xm =
1

2κ0

log(tmσnvn), (4.3)
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where κ0 = 2λn is the decay constant, with λn the attenuation coefficient, tm is the

tunneling time, equal to the pulse width in this case, σn is the capture cross section, v

is the thermal velocity, and n is the electron concentration. The density of the traps

at each depth, xm, is obtained by differentiating the total trap density with respect

to xm:

Nt(xm) =
1

λn∆Et

dNt

d log tm
. (4.4)

Here ∆Et represents the energy gap in which traps will be filled by electrons. With

a rise/time of 100 ns, as used in this work, ∆Et = 0.7 eV [178]. With parameters

given in [176], the two regimes of fast and slow traps observed in Figure 4-12(a) and

for the data at 4 V, correspond to a depth range of roughly 0.8 – 1.2 nm and 1.2

– 1.4 nm, respectively. The density of traps in the two regions is estimated to be

roughly 1× 1020 cm−3 and 2.4× 1020 cm−3, respectively. Of course, these numerical

estimates should be taken with some caution as the parameters in [176] involve some

uncertainty2. Higher or lower frequencies are required to obtain the depth profile of

the traps closer to or farther away from the interface. In this work, the upper limit

of the pulse frequency was limited by the device size (LG = 5µm), while the lower

bound was determined by the specifications of the digital oscilloscope.

Figure 4-12(b) shows the drain current at different gate voltages normalized to

the current at the beginning of the pulse. The degradation of the current is more

severe at lower gate voltages, where mobility depends more strongly on the Coulomb

scattering. The Id − t data can be used in conjunction with the inversion charge

density measured at each pulse width to plot the dependence of the electron mobility

on the density of trapped charges, as shown in Figure 4-13. At lower gate voltages (as

seen for the data for Vg = 1.5 V), electron mobility depends on the density of trapped

charges for all time points. At higher gate voltages (such as the data for Vg = 4 V),

mobility depends only on the density of the trapped charges during the first 10 µs

2In fact, the two depth regions could well correspond to the AlN and Al2O3 layers, respectively.
Measurement on devices fabricated with different thickness of the AlN layer can be used to calibrate
the model.
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Figure 4-12: Pulse-width dependence of the density of (a) trapped charges and (b)
normalized drain current measured on Ge NMOSFETs and with different pulse am-
plitudes. For smaller gate voltages, the density of trapped charges increases loga-
rithmically with the pulse width. For larger gate voltages, two distinct regimes are
visible each exhibiting a logarithmic dependence on the pulse width, corresponding
to the fast and slow traps. The drain current at each gate voltage is normalized to
the current at the beginning of the pulse and shows stronger degradation at lower
gate voltages.
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Figure 4-13: The dependence of the electron mobility on trapped charge density for
a Ge NMOSFET and at different gate voltages. At lower gate voltages, electron
mobility depends on the density of the trapped charges for all time points. At higher
gate voltages, mobility depends only on the density of the trapped charges during
the first 10 µs or so. Combined with the data in Figure 4-12 (a), this figure suggest
that mobility only depends on the density of fast traps and fast traps are dominant
at lower gate voltages.

or so3. From Figure 4-12(a) it was deduced that the charge trapping at lower gate

voltages is dominated by fast traps, while at higher gate voltages a combination of fast

traps (for time scales less than about 10 µs) and slow traps (at longer time scales) are

responsible for charge trapping. Hence, the mobility data presented here suggest that

electron mobility only depends on the density of fast traps. This is in agreement with

the assumption that fast traps are located at the semiconductor-dielectric interface,

close to the inversion centroid, and hence strongly scatter the carriers. Slow traps are

located inside the high-κ gate dielectric, further away from the inversion layer, and

hence do not affect carrier transport significantly.

To explore the dependence of the mobility on the density of fast traps in more de-

tail, it is essential to measure the device characteristics at time scales of less than 1 µs.

3Note that the non-monotonicity of the mobility data with respect to the gate voltage is simply
due to the fact that mobility initially increases with the inversion charge density as the Coulomb
scattering is screened and then drops as the phonon scattering and surface roughness scattering
increase.
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Also, it is more interesting to study this dependence in weak inversion where possible

screening of the Coulomb scattering can be explored by analyzing the dependence

of the mobility on both trap density and inversion charge density. However, high

channel resistance in weak inversion sets a lower limit on the measurement time. The

shortest devices in this work have a gate length of 5 µm. Reducing the gate length to

1 µm lowers the time constant of the transistor by a factor of 25 and easily extends

the analysis performed in this work to a time scale of 100 ns and less. Nonetheless,

the data presented in this section clearly identify the time scale of the two charge

trapping regimes and indicate the fact that mobility only depends on the density of

fast traps.

4.7 Prospects of Germanium MOSFETs

The correlation between charge trapping and mobility degradation explored in the

previous section can be employed to estimate the expected electron mobility in the

absence of charge trapping for this gate stack. Extrapolation of the data in Figure

4-13 suggests that electron mobility as high as 200 cm2/V.s at lower gate voltages and

about 100 cm2/V.s at the highest gate voltage (4 V) is expected if density of fast traps

is reduced to about 1×1011 cm−2, which roughly correspond to the state-of-the-art for

high-κ dielectrics on silicon. To better estimate the upper limits of electron mobility

in Ge MOSFETs, the dependence of mobility on the density of trapped charges in

phosphorus-passivated devices is analyzed.

Figure 4-14 (a) shows the pulse-width dependence of the density of trapped charges

for the Ge NMOSFETs with different doses of phosphorus passivation implants. Sim-

ilar to Figure 4-12 (a) two distinct regimes of fast and slow trapping are visible, one

at time scales less than about 20 µs and one at longer times. Phosphorus passivation

reduces the density of fast traps significantly, while the density of slow traps (obtained

by extrapolating the temporal variation of the fast traps to larger pulse widths and

subtracting from the total trap density) is almost unchanged. This is consistent with

the assumption that fast traps are located at the Ge-dielectric interface and hence
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Figure 4-14: Pulse-width dependence of the density of trapped charges (a) and drain
current (b) for Ge NMOSFETs with different doses of phosphorus passivation implant
and at a constant inversion charge density of about 1.7× 1013 cm−2 at the beginning
of the pulse (corresponding to a pulse amplitude of about 3 V).

phosphorus atoms at the interface are able to passivate them to some extent. Slow

traps, located inside the high-κ dielectric are not affected by phosphorus atoms.

Figure 4-14 (b) shows the pulse-width dependence of the drain current for the same

transistors. The temporal degradation of the current has been reduced significantly

for the devices that received the phosphorus implant.

Finally, Figure 4-15 compares the dependence of electron mobility on the density

of trapped charges for transistors that were implanted with different doses of phospho-

rus. A common dependence of the mobility on the density of fast traps is observed.

Extrapolating this dependence to smaller trap densities, and assuming that the mo-

bility would still be limited by Coulomb scattering, suggests that electron mobility as

high as 100 cm2/V.s is expected if the density of fast traps is lowered to about 1011

cm−2. While this shows about 75% improvement over the highest mobility achieved

in this work, the numbers are still far below what is obtained in silicon MOSFETs

and at the same effective electric fields.
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Figure 4-15: The dependence of the electron mobility on trapped charge density
for transistors that received different dose of P implant and at an inversion charge
density of about 1.7× 1013 cm−2 at the beginning of the pulse. Only fast traps, with
a time constant of less than about 10 µs affect the mobility. Extrapolation of the
data suggests that if the density of fast traps is reduced to about 1 × 1011 cm−2,
mobility will increase by about 40% compared to the devices with the highest dose of
P implant explored in this work. At an effective electric field of about 0.64 MV/cm,
this is still 2× lower than universal electron mobility in silicon.
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4.8 Conclusions

Pulsed I − V and Q− V measurement were performed to characterize near intrinsic

transport properties in Ge-channel NMOSFETs. Pulsed measurements showed that

the actual carrier mobility is at least twice what is inferred from DC measurements

for Ge NFETs. With phosphorus passivation the difference between DC and pulsed

measurements was reduced to about 20%, despite the fact that effects of charge

trapping are still visible in these devices.

To better understand the dependence of carrier transport on charge trapping

a method to directly measure the inversion charge density by integrating the S/D

current was proposed. The density of trapped charges was measured as the difference

between the inversion charge density at the beginning and end of the pulses applied

to the gate. Analysis of temporal variation of trapped charge density revealed that

two distinct regimes of fast and slow charge trapping are present. Both mechanisms

showed a logarithmic dependence on the pulse width, as observed in earlier literature

of charge-pumping studies of Si MOSFETs with high-κ dielectrics. The correlation

between mobility and density of trapped charges was studied and it was shown that

the mobility depends only on the density of fast traps. To our knowledge this is the

first investigation in which the impact of the fast and slow traps on electron mobility

in general and in Ge in particular has been separated.

It was demonstrated that phosphorus doping near the Ge-dielectric interface [171]

has a passivating effect in that the density of fast traps is reduced, leading to increased

electron mobility, while the density of slow traps is essentially unchanged. Extrapo-

lation of the mobility-defect relationship to lower densities of trapped charges gives

an upper limit of the available mobility with the present gate stack if the density of

the fast traps can be further reduced. However, this analysis demonstrates that the

expected mobility is still far below what is obtained in Si MOSFETs. Further inves-

tigations are needed to analyze other mechanisms that might be responsible for poor

electron mobility in Ge MOSFETs and thereby optimize the gate stack by suppress-

ing these mechanisms. Appendix D presents an interesting approach that relies on
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galvanomagnetic measurements to measure the mobility in the inversion layer with-

out the need to determine the inversion charge to open up new possibilities to explore

the carrier transport in MOSFETs with new channel materials.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Future Work

This chapter gives a summary of the thesis and the main conclusions. Technological

implications of the work are also discussed. Major contributions are then listed,

followed by suggestions for future work.

5.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis explored some of the options to enhance carrier transport in the MOSFET

channel and thereby improve transistor performance. Chapter 2 provided an in depth

analysis of transistor performance, defined as the intrinsic MOSFET switching speed,

and explored its dependence on different device parameters. A roadmapping exercise

was presented and it was shown that new channel materials are needed to lever carrier

velocity beyond what is achieved with uniaxially strained silicon, along with dramatic

reduction in the device parasitics in order to extend the historical performance scaling

trend in the future technology nodes. Such innovations are needed as early as the

32-nm node, to avoid the otherwise counter-scaling of the MOSFET performance.

Chapter 3 analyzed possibilities to improve carrier transport by introducing new

channel materials and/or using different strain configurations. It was demonstrated

that in uniaxially strained silicon, the virtual source velocity depends more strongly

on mobility than previously believed. The modulation of the effective mass under

uniaxial strain was shown to be responsible for this strong dependence. It was shown
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that the present band structure models are unable to quantitatively reproduce the

modulation of the electron effective mass deduced from experimental data, and hence

are inadequate to predict the limits of NMOS performance enhancement offered by

uniaxial tensile strain. Analysis of valence band structure in uniaxially strained silicon

revealed that hole ballistic velocity enhancement is limited to about 100% despite the

fact that mobility enhancement as high as 4× has been demonstrated experimentally

and predicted theoretically. Supported by analysis of published data, this observation

sets a limit on the level of performance enhancement that is possible by uniaxial

compressive strain.

Other material systems were explored to see whether they offer performance im-

provement over silicon. III-V semiconductors were shown to be seriously limited by

their small quantization effective mass, which degrades the available inversion charge

at a given voltage overdrive. Germanium is in-principle especially attractive as it

has enhanced transport properties for both electrons and holes. To avoid mobility

degradation due to carrier confinement as well as L−∆ interband scattering, and to

achieve higher ballistic velocity, it was shown that (111) wafer orientation should be

used for NFETs. Uniaxial compressive strain was shown to be essential for Ge PFETs

in order to beat the velocity achieved in today’s uniaxially strained Si transistors.

Despite the attractiveness of Ge as a new channel material, electron mobility mea-

sured in Ge MOSFETs is still far below what is expected theoretically. To investigate

causes of poor electron transport, pulsed I − V measurements were performed. The

results reported in Chapter 4 showed that in the absence of charge trapping, the “in-

trinsic” electron mobility could be twice what is extracted from DC measurements. A

new method was proposed to directly measure the inversion charge density and used

to investigate the charge trapping in Ge NFETs. Two regimes of fast and slow charge

trapping were observed and it was demonstrated that electron mobility strongly de-

pends on the density of fast traps. The mechanism behind mobility improvement in

phosphorus-passivated Ge NFETs was studied by analyzing the mobility-trap density

relationship and it was shown that P-passivation reduces the density of fast traps lo-

cated at the Ge-dielectric interface. Extrapolation of the mobility-trap relationship to
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lower densities of trapped charges gives an upper limit on the available mobility with

the present gate stack if the density of the fast traps is reduced further. However,

the analysis presented in Chapter 4 demonstrates that the expected mobility is still

far below what is obtained in Si MOSFETs. Further investigations are needed to

analyze other mechanisms that might be responsible for poor electron mobility in Ge

MOSFETs and thereby optimize the gate stack by suppressing these mechanisms.

5.2 Technological Implications

The analytical expression given in Chapter 2 for the intrinsic MOSFET delay provides

an easy way to explore the impact of different device parameters on the performance.

The methodology outlined to extract the virtual source velocity is a handy tool to

estimate the effectiveness of different channel engineering methods. Unlike the current

practice of normalizing the drive current or the saturation transconductance with the

inversion capacitance, it provides an intrinsic measure of the carrier transport inside

the channel.

From the discussion in Chapter 2 it is clear that uniaxially strained silicon is unable

to provide the velocity needed to meet the target delay at the 32-nm technology

node and beyond. Reducing the parasitic capacitance and the subthreshold swing

are required to continue the historical trend of MOSFET performance scaling in the

future nodes. In fact, these are more feasible than increasing the carrier velocity by

either increasing the strain level or by employing new channel materials.

There is no foreseeable limit for increased electron velocity in unixially strained Si.

Another 40-50% increase in NFET drive current should be possible if the strain level

is doubled. Although this might seem challenging, it could be quite possible by proper

substrate engineering. Given that higher dielectric constant of the stressor liners leads

to higher parasitic capacitance, methods such as strain memorization techniques or

preferential relaxation of biaxial strain should be investigated more seriously.

Further increase of the strain level beyond about 1% is not necessary for improved

PFET performance as it does not translate to higher velocity. Optimization of em-
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BOX

Si

Si Ge

[11
0]

Figure 5-1: The ultimate substrate for high-performance CMOS with ultrathin
semiconductor-on-insulator structure that consists of uniaxially strained Si and Ge
(or SiGe) stripes for NMOS and PMOS transistors, respectively. To avoid increased
parasitic capacitance due to stressor liners, one possible realization of this structure
is to start from a biaxially strained heterostructure-on-insulator wafer and preferen-
tially relax the strain. Preferential etching of the semiconductor layers can then be
used to obtain the desired channel material.

bedded SiGe process to assert the required strain without the need of stress liners is

advantegeous as it lowers the series resistance with minimal penalty in terms of par-

asitic capacitance. However, for SOI structures, where there is not enough depth for

SiGe material, alternative methods should be sought. (110) wafer orientation might

be able to offer the required hole velocity at lower strain levels.

Exotic channel materials such as Ge and III-V semiconductors are far from being

manufacturable solutions. Moreover, theoretical studies show that III-V semiconduc-

tors investigated so far do not offer significant advantage over uniaxially strained Si.

Electron velocity in Ge with (111) wafer orientation could be significantly higher than

today’s uniaxially strained Si. However, efforts needed to develop a manufacturable

process for Ge MOSFET might be well invested in better substrate engineering to

achieve higher strain levels in Si or reducing the parasitic capacitance. Without uniax-

ial compressive strain, Ge-channel MOSFETs do not offer any advantage over state-of-

the-art PFETs. However, with uniaxial strain applied to Ge, astonishingly high hole

velocity is expected. One could thus envision an ideal substrate as a semiconductor-

on-insulator structure with Si and Ge strips under uniaxial tensile and compressive

strain, respectively as shown schematically in Figure 5-1.
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5.3 Contributions

The contributions of this work can be divided into three main subjects: (1) Study

of MOSFET performance scaling, (2) theoretical exploration of methods to enhance

carrier transport in deeply scaled MOSFETs, and (3) characterization of Ge-channel

MOSFETs.

5.3.1 Study of MOSFET Performance Scaling

1. An analytical expression for intrinsic MOSFET delay was developed and used

to benchmark CMOS technologies.

2. A methodology to estimate virtual source velocity from literature data was

presented and the historical trend of velocity scaling was depicted.

3. A case study of the MOSFET performance in 32-nm nodes was presented and

the impact of different device parameters was explored.

4. The severity of increased parasitic capacitance in future technology nodes and

the associated performance loss were emphasized.

5.3.2 Theoretical Exploration of Methods for Enhanced Car-

rier Transport

1. The interplay of the ballistic velocity, the carrier mean free path, and the critical

length of scattering, and the dependence of these parameters on the carrier

effective mass were comprehensively summarized for the first time.

2. It was demonstrated that in unixially strained Si MOSFETs carrier velocity

depends on mobility more strongly than what was previously believed.

3. Prospects of Ge NFETs were studied and the (111) wafer orientation was identi-

fied as the best option that offers up to 80% higher ballistic current compared to

relaxed Si (approximately 40% compared to state-of-the-art uniaxially strained

Si).
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4. III-V semiconductors were shown to suffer from extremely small quantization

effective mass that limits the available inversion charge at a given gate voltage

overdrive.

5. Hole ballistic velocity enhancement in uniaxially strained Si was shown to be

limited to about a factor of 2, despite the fact that mobility enhancement up to

a factor of 4-5 has been theoretically predicted and experimentally observed.

6. It was demonstrated that Ge does not offer any benefit over today’s uniaxially

strained Si for improved PMOS performance unless uniaxial compressive strain

is also applied to Ge-channel MOSFETs.

5.3.3 Characterization of Ge-Channel MOSFETs

1. Pulsed I−V measurements were performed to characterize near intrinsic carrier

mobility in Ge-channel MOSFETs for the first time.

2. A method was introduced to directly measure the inversion charge from pulsed

measurements.

3. The density of trapped charges in Ge-channel MOSFETs was measured and two

regimes of fast and slow charge trapping were identified.

4. Mobility was shown to only depend on the density of fast traps.

5. Phosphorus surface passivation was demonstrated to only reduce the density of

fast traps and thereby improve electron mobility in Ge-channel MOSFETs.

5.4 Suggestions for Future Work

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in many directions:

• The performance metric proposed in Chapter 2 can be easily used to analyze

power-delay relationship and explore the prospects of performance scaling in

power- and power density-limited designs of the future nodes.
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• Calibration of the band structure models with experimental data is required,

coupled with self-consistent device simulations to quantitatively identify the

limits of the performance improvement offered by strained silicon.

• Experimental data are still required to explore the strain-dependence of the

carrier transport in long and short channel Ge MOSFETs.

• The methods presented in Chapter 4 can be used to analyze carrier transport

in Ge and III-V MOSFET. Devices with shorter gate length are required to

investigate charge trapping at smaller time scales.

• Pulsed measurements can be performed at low temperatures to decouple differ-

ent carrier scattering mechanisms.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the MOSFET

Performance Metric and Effective

Fringing Capacitance

The width-normalized charge transfered to or from the gate during switching is equal

to the inversion charge plus the charge due to overlap and fringing capacitances, with

the Miller effect taken into account for the drain side [52]:

∆Q/W = C ′
invLeff (VDD − VT0)

+ 3(C ′
oxlov + Cof )VDD + 2CifVT0, (A.1)

where Leff is the effective channel length, VT0 is the linear threshold voltage, equal to

VT + δVDD, C ′
ox is the oxide capacitance per unit area in the overlap region, which is

assumed to be equal to C ′
inv, lov is the overlap length per side, and Cif and Cof are the

inner and outer fringing capacitances per unit width, respectively. The Miller effect is

taken into account for the overlap and outer fringing capacitances, whereas the inner

fringing capacitance is only considered when the transistor is off [52]. Noting that
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LG = Leff + 2lov, the total charge is equal to:

∆Q/W = C ′
invLG(VDD − VT0) + C ′

invlov(VDD + 2VT0)

+ (3Cof + 2Cif )VT0. (A.2)

With typical values of 0.06, 0.08, and 0.16 fF/µm for C ′
invlov, Cof , and Cif , respectively

[52], and assuming that VT0 ≈ 0.4VDD, the last two terms can be lumped into C∗
fVDD

with an effective fringing capacitance, C∗
f , of about 0.5 fF/µm. Numerical values

obtained from simulation on a typical state-of-the-art MOSFET are slightly different:

0.05, 0.13, and 0.08 F/µm for C ′
invlov, Cof , and Cif , respectively. This gives a value of

0.56 fF/µm for C∗
f , which corresponds to a total “overlap” capacitance of 0.26 fF/µm

which is typical of what is reported in the literature.

The above numbers are obtained in the absence of raised source/drain and when

contact plugs are far away from the gate contact. In that case the outer fringing

capacitance contains three parts, Cside, the fringing capacitance between the gate

electrode and planar portion of S/D (equivalent to Cof for isoplanar structure), Cpp,

the parallel plate capacitance between the gate and S/D plugs, and Ctop, the fringing

capacitance from the top of the gate electrode to S/D plugs [179]:

Cof = Cside + Cpp + Ctop, (A.3)

where

Cside/W =
0.8εsp
π

ln

[
(α− 1)

(
α

α− 1

)α]
, (A.4)

with α = (tsp/tox)
2.

Cpp = 1.5εspncWc

(
tox + tpoly

tsp
− 0.55

)
, (A.5)

and

Ctop =
1.6εtopncWc

π
ln

(
1 +

LG

2tsp

)
, (A.6)

where εsp is the dielectric permittivity of the spacer, tsp is the spacer thickness, tpoly
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Figure A-1: Illustration of different components of the parasitic capacitance.

is the gate electrode height, tox is the physical thickness of the gate oxide, and εtop is

the permittivity of the top layer, a low-temperature oxide for planarization or nitride

layers to apply strain to the channel, nc is the number of contact plugs, and Wc is the

contact width and spacing. For a wide transistor with maximum number of contact

plugs ncWc = W/2. These additional capacitance components are schematically

shown in Figure A-1. The effective parasitic capacitance increases with technology

scaling, as shown in Figure 2-9(a).
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Appendix B

Band Structure Calculation in

Strained Semiconductors

Applying mechanical strain to the semiconductor distorts its lattice structure. Under

uniaxial strain in the [001] direction, the lattice will have an orthorhombic structure,

with strain tensor given by:

ε001 =


εxx 0 0

0 εxx 0

0 0 εzz

 , (B.1)

where εxx = ε and εzz = −2C12/C11ε, and Ci’s are the elastic stiffness constants.

A uniaxial strain in the [110] direction, however, results in a monoclinic crystal.

Furthermore, the strain-stress symmetry in the x− y plane breaks up; If mechanical

strain is applied in the (110) direction εxx = εyy, while σxx 6= σyy.

ε110 =


εxx εxy 0

εxy εxx 0

0 0 εzz

 , (B.2)
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x

yz

(a) (b)

Figure B-1: Distortion of the lattice under (a) uniaxial tensile strain in the (001)
direction and (b) uniaxial compressive strain in the (110) direction.

where

εxx =
2C44 − C12

2C44 + C11 + C12

ε

εxy =
−(C11 + 2C12)

2C44 + C11 + C12

ε

εzz = ε

Finally, for a uniaxial strain in the (111) direction, the strain tensor is:

ε111 =


εxx εxy εxy

εxy εxx εxy

εxy εxy εxx

 , (B.3)

where

εxx =
4C44

4C44 + C11 + C12

ε

εxy =
−(C11 + 2C12)

4C44 + C11 + C12

ε

The above treatment of the strain only describes the macroscopic picture. In the

atomic scale, and when the strain is applied along the (110) or (111) direction, there

is an additional (Kleinman’s) “internal displacement” between the atoms of the two
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Table B.1: Elastic stiffness constants (1011 dyn/cm) and internal displacement para-
meter in Si and Ge.

C11 C12 C44 ζ
Si 16.577 6.393 7.962 0.53
Ge 12.40 4.13 6.83 0.44

sublattices.

RA
i = (1 + ε)RA

i,0 (B.4)

For strain in the (001) direction:

RB
i = (1 + ε)RB

i,0 (B.5)

(110) direction:

RB
i = (1 + ε)RB

i,0 −
a0

2
εxyζ


0

0

1

 , (B.6)

and (111) direction:

RB
i = (1 + ε)RB

i,0 −
a0

2
εxyζ


1

1

1

 , (B.7)

where RA
i and RB

i are the atom’s position in the sublattice A and B, respectively, a0 is

the unstrained lattice constant, and ζ is the internal displacement parameter varying

from 0 to 1 to minimize the total energy of the lattice under strain. Unlike elastic

stiffness constants, which can be measured experimentally, the internal displacement

parameter is often calculated from ab initio simulations. Representing values are

given in Table B.1.
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Appendix C

Hole Effective Mass Anisotropy in

Si and Ge

Starting from the 6 × 6 k.p Hamiltonian, hole effective mass for the three high-

symmetry directions can be calculated analytically. Calculations can be done at two

limits of low and high energies [180] as shown in Table C.1.

Luttinger parameters in silicon and germanium are given in Table C.2 and used

to calculate numerical values of the effective mass given in Table C.3. This table

shows some of the important features of the valence band in Si and Ge. At low

energies, LH band is almost symmetric with small effective mass, but it approaches

the HH band at higher energies. Symmetric and small effective mass of the LH

means that under quantization, this band moves to higher energies very quickly. Of

course, accurate treatment of the band structure under quantization requires self-

Table C.1: Valence band effective mass along the high-symmetry directions and in
terms of the Luttinger parameters [180].

[100] [111] [110]

E � ∆SO
1

γ1 ± 2γ2

1

γ1 ± 2γ3

1

γ1 ±
√
γ2

2 + 3γ2
3

E � ∆SO
1

γ1 − 2γ2

1

γ1 − 2γ3

2

2γ1 − (γ2 + 3γ3)± 3(γ2 − γ3)
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Table C.2: Luttinger parameters in Si and Ge.

γ1 γ2 γ3

Si 4.21 0.427 1.42
Ge 12.60 3.93 5.39

Table C.3: Hole effective mass in Si and Ge.

[100] [111] [110]
E � ∆SO

Si 0.20 0.14 0.15
0.30 0.73 0.58

Ge 0.049 0.043 0.044
0.21 0.55 0.40

E � ∆SO

Si 0.30 0.73 0.30
0.30 0.73 2.65

Ge 0.21 0.55 0.21
0.21 0.55 2.77

consistent simulations. Nonetheless, the HH band is the main contributor to the

carrier transport in the inversion layer, especially in Ge. From this perspective, the

valence band in germanium is quite similar to that in silicon. As discussed in Chapter

3, this is a major limit for the expected hole velocity enhancement in Ge as compared

to Si.
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Appendix D

Galvanomagnetic Effects for

Characterization of Transport in

the Inversion Layer

Galvanomagnetic phenomena, such as Hall effect and transverse magnetoresistance,

are powerful tools to study the carrier transport in the inversion layer. With an as-

sumption about the Hall scattering factor, both carrier mobility and concentration

can be extracted from Hall measurements. Alternatively, by performing the mea-

surements at the limits of low and high magnetic field, the scattering factor can be

extracted as well [181]. Hence, this method is especially attractive in characterizing

MOSFETs with high-κ dielectrics, where charge trapping makes the determination

of the inversion charge from split-CV measurements ambiguous. The low-field Hall

coefficient is given by:

RH =
rH

qn
, (D.1)

where rH is the Hall scattering factor, n is the carrier concentration, and q is the

electronic charge. Theory predicts that rH approaches unity in the limit of high

magnetic field, so rH(B) = RH(B)/RH(∞), where B is the magnetic field. The high

magnetic field limit is given by µDB � 1, where µD is the drift mobility. In practice,

a plot of the RH(B) can be made to see whether it saturates to its minimum at high
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magnetic fields [181]. Once the scattering factor is determined, the carrier density

and mobility are easily calculated: µD = µH/rH , where µH is the Hall mobility.

The procedure to perform Hall measurements is very straightforward. However, it

requires special structures, such as van der Pauw structure or Hall bars, which are

not standard on a MOSFET layout.

Alternatively, transverse magnetoresistance can be used to measure the mobility

(magnetoresistance mobility, µM) without the need to any special structure. In the

ideal case, where the width of the transistor is much larger than its length, the

normalized channel resistance is given by:

R(B)

R(0)
= 1 + µ2

MB
2. (D.2)

For a finite width to length ratio:

R(B)

R(0)
=


1 + µ2

MB
2(1− 0.543

L

W
) for L/W < 0.3

1 + µ2
MB

2(0.543
L

W
) for L/W > 1

where W and L are the channel width and length, respectively [182]. The former is

usually the case for transistor structures, while the latter is the case for Hall bars.

Ref. [182] tabulates the geometrical correction factor the L/W values that lie between

the above two limits.

In general the effective mobility, Hall mobility, and magnetoresistance mobility
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are given by:

µeff =
q〈τm〉
m∗ =

q

m∗

∫ ∞

0

− ∂f
∂E

ED(E)τm(E)dE∫ ∞

0

f(E)D(E)dE

µH =
q〈τ 2

m〉
m∗〈τm〉

=
q

m∗

∫ ∞

0

− ∂f
∂E

ED(E)τm(E)2dE∫ ∞

0

− ∂f
∂E

ED(E)τm(E)dE

µMR =
q

m∗

√
〈τ 3

m〉
〈τm〉

=
q

m∗

√√√√√√√
∫ ∞

0

− ∂f
∂E

ED(E)τm(E)3dE∫ ∞

0

− ∂f
∂E

ED(E)τm(E)dE

(D.3)

If we assume that the momentum relaxation time has a power-law dependence on

the carrier energy, τm ∼ Es, with non-degenerate carrier statistics, the Hall scattering

factor and magnetoresistance ratio are easily obtained:

rH =
Γ(2s+ 2)Γ(2)

Γ(s+ 2)2

rM =

√
Γ(3s+ 2)

Γ(s+ 2)3
, (D.4)

where Γ(.) is the gamma function. In reality, many subbands contribute to carrier

transport and degenerate statistics should be used at high inversion charge density.

Monte Carlo simulations are then necessary to determine rH and rM [183].

Figure D-1 shows the results of magnetoresistance measurements performed on Ge

PFETs. The magnetic field was applied normal to the transistor plane and was swept

up to 5 T. Electrical measurements were performed on circular transistors that satisfy

W � L. Figure D-1 shows the relative change in the channel resistance as a function

of the gate voltage overdrive. Magnetoresistance mobility is extracted by fitting the

quadratic expression R(B)/R(0) = 1+µ2
MB

2 and the results are shown in Figure D-1.

The magnetoresistance mobility reported in Figure D-1 is approximately three times

the effective mobility measured on the same samples [138]. This difference cannot be
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Figure D-1: Sample magnetoresistance measurements performed on Ge PMOS tran-
sistors. (a) Relative change in the channel resistance as a function of the gate voltage
for different magnetic fields applied normal to the transistor plane and at 150 K. (b)
Extracted magnetoresistance mobility as a function of the gate voltage and at two
different temperatures.

explained by the theory of magnetoreistance, which predicts that rM is roughly 1.8

for mobility limited by Coulomb scattering. More investigations are thus needed to

understand carrier transport in Ge inversion layers.
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